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Update
V.P. in Beirut
Vice President George Bush
visited, on Wednesday, the sight of
the massive explosion that collapsed
Marine headquarters in
Beirut on Sunday, killing at least
219 Marines and sailors and injuring more than 75.
The vice president supported
President Reagan remarks that
this act of terrorism will not drive
the US forces from the area.
The responsible parties have
not been identified yet although
the
Islamic
Revolutionary
Movement has claimed responsibility for the attack.
Almost at the same time as the
bombing of the Marines, a similar
suicide mission occured at the
French headquarters leaving 31
dead.

US in Grenada

Th u rc;doy afternoon, 1
to McCaffrey's
two resolutions .
.I
"I have accepted the ap~
of },residen t M cCaffrey ~o 5~
ing Academic Vice Prestdent
J arvi to The Paclfican, ",
voti ng m y best efforts
th at re ponsibility. Beyot
I h ave n o comment "

The nearly 2,000 US troops
who invaded the Carribean island
of Grenada on Tuesday are, along
with 1,000 fresh troops, expected
to have removed all resistance by
today. By Thursday, the reports on
llllllenl;:an ilijliri.e$: eight dead, eight
and 39 wounded.
President Reagan gave three
"""'"'"''~ for the attack: 1) to protect
American lives, most of which
were located at the St. Oeorge's
Medical School, 2) because six
Carribean nations asked for help,
and 3) to restore democracy to the
nation. The attack was induced by
a bloody leftist takeover of
Grenada last week.
The American students of the
medical school are slowly arriving
on US ground with the first plane
load landing at Charleston Air
Force Base, South Carolina, on
Wednesday. The first to arrive expressed relief at being horne.
The main resistance to the US
troops came from Grenadian forces with help of Cubans and a few
Soviet advisors.

Liberals out
On Tuesday, President Reagan
fired three liberal democrats
he's been trying for more than a
year to dump from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Dismissed in the president's
surprise move - which sparked
protests by congressional liberals were commissioners Mary Frances
Berry, Blandina Cardenas Ramirez
and Rabbi Murray Saltzman.
Reagan's most recent efforts
to remove the trio began in May.
Nominated to replace them are
three conservative Democrats, who
share Reagan's opposition to affirmative action and busing Morris Abram, John Bunzel and
Robert Destro.

Crime down

•••

Serious crime across the USA
decreased five percent in the first
six months of 1983, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation said Sunday.
The new drop-following three
percent decline in 1982- confirms a
trend toward lower crime rates,
said Jackson Toby of Rutgers
University's
Institute
for
Criminological Research in New
Jersey.
Behind the trend: Most "baby
boom" children - those born between 1947 and 1964 - have aged
beyond the crime-prone years of
15-24.

Reminder
TOCKTON

Standard time begins once
again on Sunday morning, October 30th at 2:00 am. So don't
forget to set those clocks back an
I!!
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UOP welcomes alumni
By Kristin Roncarati
Staff Writer

. Ho'mecoming means several
things to different people - football
games, parades, parties, and selection
of King and Queen - but the word
holds a particular meaning for a very
special group of people here at UOP.
They are the Pacific Alumni, who are:
to be honored this 1983 Homecoming
Weekend.
Kara Brewer, Director of Alumni, summarized the meaning of
Homecoming to the Alumni:
''Homecoming is a traditional activity here on the campus, and is a
time for alumni to return to the
university and reestablish their contacts with their classmates, faculty,
and friends ."
In addition to the Alumni Office
planning Homecoming, students also
have an active hand in the planning of
Alumni Activities, through a student
run organization called the Student
Alumni Council (SAC). The Council
has essentially two primary purposes,
according
to
Ruby
Karganilla, President of the Council.
The first purpose of the Council is to
promote the traditional activities for
the University, such as Homecoming
and Arbor Day. Secondly, the Council attempts to make the student body
aware of the various alumni activities
after they graduate. The members of
the Council, numbering 32, will be
acting as both hosts and hostesses for
the scheduled receptions and dinners
planned for the alumni this weekend.
Several of the fraternities and
sororities have planned receptions for

their returning alumni, as well as
family and friends. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Kappa Alpha Theta, Alpha Chi
Omega, Delta Gamma and Alpha
Kappa Lambda, all have receptions
beginning at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday,
in their respective houses. Tri-Delta
will also host a reception for its
alumnae at 6:00 p.m. on Saturday in
the Tri-Delta house. The men of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon are also sponsoring a party, Saturday, 9:00p.m.,
to which all alumnae, family and
friends are invited.
One of the special events of the
weekend will be the reunion of the
Rhizornia Fraternity, which will be
celebrating the 125th reunion of its
members. Rhizomia is no longer a
fraternity on the Stockton campus,
but it began at UOP 125 years ago
when Pacific was located in San Jose.
When the campus was moved to
Stockton, the fraternity occupied
what is now the SAE house.
Rhizomia is not a national fraternity
but local like the present fraternities
of Omega Phi Alpha and Archania.
There will be a reunion reception at
9:00a.m. on Saturday morning at the
Anderson Y, as well as a dinner at the
Stockton Golf and Country Club at
6:00p.m.
Several of the Alumni classes will
also be celebrating their reunions.
.The reunion classes of 1937, '38, ' 39
will be invited to both an Early Bird
Luncheon at 1:30 p.m. on Friday at
the Holiday Inn, I s well as a dinner
' Saturday at 6:00 p.m., also to be held
in the Holiday Inn. The Alumni of
these classes are' also invited to a Golf
Tournament at the Swenson Golf

Course, Friday at 10:00 a.m.
The reunion class of 1973 will
honor its alumni at a wine and cheese
reception between 5-7 p.m. on Saturday in the Gold Room.
The reunion classes of 1967 and
'68 will also hold a wine and cheese
reception for their alumni between 57 p.m. in the Raymond Commons
Room. A no host reception and dinner will be held at the Quail Lakes
Athletic Club at 6:00p.m., Saturday
for the 1963 and '64 reunion classes.
Also to be honored this
weekend will be the various alumni
leaders representing past presidents
of the AWS (Associated Womens
Society), ASUOP (Associated
Students of the University of the
Pacific) and the Alumni Association
Board of Directors and Class Agents.
The reception will take place at 8:00
a.m. Saturday in the Regents Dining
Room.
One of the features of the
weekend, according to Kara Brewer,
will be an All Alumni Awards Luncheon, in which she expects over 300
Alumni to be present. The luncheon,
held in Grace Covell Hall, will
•'honor outstanding alumni for their
service to their professions, to their ~
public, and to the university." A ;;
reception at 11:30 a.m. will honor the <I)
Fellers family, who is to receive the
Pacific Family Award for their service to the university for over 100
years.
T he School of Pharmacy will be
A brilliant October harvest moon rose over campus this week, initiating the
honoring its Alurnn1 at a wine and
cheese reception to be held Sunday f all season and UOP's Homecoming.
at 4:30p.m. in the School of Pharmacy Alumni Lounge.

Homecoming themed Space Odyssey
By Amy Lawrence
Staff Writer

Progressive action is what this
year's Homecoming is all about. An
amazing assortment of activities has
been
assembled
to
make
Homecoming an auspicious two-day
event.
This year's theme is the "Pacific
Space Odyssey," and the talents
combined should bring us quite an
occasion. Several original activities
have been
added to
make
Homecoming flow together more
easily. The first of these is the
Homecoming rally at the University
Center today at noon, to introduce
our king and queen, as well as the
football team, volleyball team and
spirit squad. Our own UOP band will
also be on hand, adding its own

musical excitement.
The volleyball team wUl continue
the excitement at its game against
Washington State at 7:30 Friday in
the main gym. Another match for the
Tigers will take place on Sunday at
4:00 p .m.: a clasher against Cal
Berkeley.
Our jazz band will be jazzing
tonight as well, at its concert at
8:15 in the Conservatory Auditorium.
For running enthusiasts, there
will be a five kilometer run on Saturday morning at 9:00, organized by
Terry Liskevych. There are eleven
catagories and prizes for winners in
each. It will still be possible to enter
the race beginning at 8:00 a.m. on
Saturday at the Spanos Center; the
entry fee is five dollars.
Entries in the parade Saturday
morning, however, are another mat-

ter. Various groups have been planning for weeks or more to create the
most spectacular float. The parade
will also be comprised of cars,
costumes, reunion entries and
novelties like the South/West kazoo
band. First, second, and third
places will be awarded in each
category, and the best overall unit
will receive the Sweepstakes award.
There are 53 entries altogether,
from floats to alumni entries to
special groups and our king and
queen. High school bands from
various areas will also be involved as
part of UOP band day.
Parade planning is the responsibility of the Homecoming Director
and Assistant Director, Jimmy
Hodge and Rosanne Brouette. They
decided,
however,
to
take
Homecoming wa~ past the parade,

and they got really creative.
the majority of the students."
Can you imagine, for example, a
The barbecue, which takes place
plane flying low over Knoles Field on Knoles Field from 11:30-1:00 on
and letting loose cascades of ping Saturday, leads straight into the
pong balls? This was part of the Tiger's football game at 2:00 vs.
original plan until the FF A University of Idaho. The game inregulations got in the way. Brouette eludes a half time with the high
explained, "They said the plane could school bands and the winners of the
go no lower than 1,000 feet, and they float competition.
(the ping pong balls) would have been
In the past, only 500Jo of the
all over." ·
people at the game have been studenThe all-campus barbecue· is ts, according to Brouette, the rest
another segment of Hodge's and being faculty, alumni, and other
Brouette's brainchild, and this one devoted fans.
came through successfully, though
The strategy this year has been
not without some effort.
•'We . to increase this percentage by making
thought it would be pretty easy to just Homecoming a more continuous
have an all-campus bar:_becue,"
event. " We just ~ook on more than
Brouette admitted, " But it took a
the parade to make the whole
lot. Jimmy worked really hard to get day more enjoyable," Brouette e~it going ... We had to get letters from
plained.
head residents and agreement from

CAA conducts survey tO determine interests
By Dan Sousa

~--------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------~-----------------------

Editor-In-Chief

"If students don't respond to
this survey, then that can be taken
as data saying that students don't
really care.''
This was the comment of
Professor Gwen Browne who is a
member of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Athletic Assessment (CAA)
which
created
the
Athletic/Cultural Activities Survey
which is running adjacent to this
story.. The CAA hopes that each
reader clips and completes the survey and then returns it to marked
boxes either at the library or at the
University Center Information
Booth. The surveys will be picked
up Tuesday.
The CAA will give the surveys
to the Athletic Advisory Board
(AAB) which is meeting on
Tuesday. The AAB has been
making an evaluation of the complete athletic program at UOP for
over a year now and is expected to
report their results to President
McCaffrey by the end of November.
The AAB is under no.
requirement to use the surveys as
input when they meet Tuesday but
.1t 1·s a chance that the CAA is
willing to take, according to .
Brown. The CAA is made up of 10

Athletics/Cultural Activities Survey

1. Are you a student?
- - yes (if yes, answer questions 1-4, 6-10)
--no (if no, begin w/ question#S)
2. Your class (check one):
Fresh-- Soph - - Junior-- Senior-3. Your decision to come to UOP was probably most influenced by the
fact that (check one):
a) UOP has a very attractive campus-b) The quality of Academic programs is good - c) 'UOP has a diverse intercollegiate athletic program-- .
d) UOP has a small-scale •'intimacy'' and a sense of commumty - e) UOP is located in Northern Califo;nia -~
4. As a student, check off those activities that you have participated in
while at UOP:
a) Student government - b) Fraternity/Sorority-c) Intramural athletics-d) Intercollegiate athletics - e) Performance (dance/drama/music)-Your status (check one):
faculty-- staff-- administration - 6. How often during the academic year do you attend (give numerical
estimate):
a) a student-performed cultural event (drama/recital/dance)-b) a non-student pop/rock concert, on or off campus-c) a UOP football game-·
a UOP Men's basketball game-a UOP volleyball game-d) an on-camus movie__
·
ff

7. Considering UOP's historic institutional character and current
educational mission, which of the following do you think is the most appropriate level of intercollegiate athletic competition (check one):
a) Nationally ranked Top 20 - - (for example, USC, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, UCLA)
b) Division I --(for example, Fresno State (PCAA), San Jose State
(PCAA), South Carolina, Univ. of Oregon)
c) Division I I - - (for example, UC Davis, Sacramento State, Cal-Poly
SLO)
d) Division III - - (for example, Sonoma State, Claremont Men's
College, Occidental College)
8. Regarding the above levels of competition, at what level should UOP
attempt to compete in the following major sports (cgeck one):
a) basketball Top 20 - - Div. I - - Div II-- Div III - b) football Top 20-- Div. I - - Div I I - - Div 111-c) volleyball Top 20-- Div. I - - Div. II-- Div. III-9. Do you think University support of student cultural activities at UOP
should be (check one):
a) Increased - - b) Maintained at current levels--c) Decreased--d) Eliminated - - 10. Do you think University support of intercollegiate athletic programs
at UOP should be (check one):
a) Increased - - b) M · t · d
t1 1
am rune at curren eves--c) Decreased--d) Eliminated--Further comments may be attached to the survey or directed to the members of the Ad Hoc Committee on Athletic Assessment - Roger BarnettGeology/Geography Gwenn Browne-Philosophy Madhukar ChaubalPharmacy Roseann Hannon-Psychology Bart Harlo_e-Library

L-~rc_o_n_t_m_u_e_d_o_n_p_·_ag_e_I_I_._c_o_w_m__n_4_~___~---!~~-:~~~!~~~~~------~---------------~-----------···-··----··-····--------"·······----~------·-M·----------
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
(On the street. with Elisa Kayser)
What is it that you look forward
to about Homecoming.

Robert lise
Senior
Mathematics and Economics
I look forward to staying up all
night for two nights in a row. The
first, to build a float and the
· second, to keep up with the alumni. Stuffing tissue paper with
beautiful girls and beginning the
party at 8:00 am with a bottle of
champagne is my idea of a bitchin'
time.

Donna DelRey
Senior
Chemistry Major
I look forward to seeing everyone
come back. Because I'm a senior I
look forward to reliving old
memories ,with old friends.
Homecoming at UOP will always
be a very special memory to me.

Vila defends· ASUOP
and club budget
Scott Vila
Guest Columnist

I am writing this column to correct
"a few" inaccuracies and inconsistencies which appeared in Senator Ben
Carmichael's guest column in the October 21st edition ofTbe Pacifican.
The two major contentions of Mr.
Carmichael's column, as I read them,
were (1) that ASUOP's fmancial commitment to clubs is on a severe downward trend, and (2) that ASUOP
wastes money in other areas (he sites)
the computer, the office remodeling,
the staff retreat, and the president's
salary as examples). I'd like to address
these two issues separately.
Mr. Carmichael contends that
"Just two years ago the... (club) budget
was $20,000. I'm not sure where he got
his information, but in fact, in fiscal
81/82 the total ASUOP funding to
clubs was $5487.00, not $20,000. And
while he correctly pointed out that last
year's allocation to clubs was over
$9,00) (actually S?,426, or 4 percent of the
ASUOP budget), he neglected to point
out that the figure was originally set at
$7,200 (3 percent of the projected budget)
and supplemented from the 1983 Fall
Surplus by an additional 1%. The current
ASUOP fimding for clubs is set at 3o/o,
exactly the same as the previous year's
commitment. The issue of surplus
funds (if any) this year has yet to come
before the Senate.
As regards Mr. Carmichael's
opinion regarding the "frivolous expenditures made at ASUOP", I'd like
to offer the following observations:
1. The Computer- for the record, the
· final cost of the computer was just un. der $15,000. Although I cannot speak
for the 1982-83 senate which saw fit to
expend the money to pay for the computer and office furnishings, or for my
predecessor who approved their expendditure, I can give you the reasons which
they gave for their action. To begin
with over the past several years the services which ASUOP provides have increased tremendously. As a result of
this growth in programs and services
there has been an inevitable growth in
the business and clerical needs of
ASUOP (ie. paper work). Last year
the Senate was faced with a decision
whether to allocate money to pay for a
part-time secretary whose benefit
would only be accrued for one year, or
buy a computer which would benefit
students for many years to come. In
my view, they made the correct
decision in P';_lfChasing tge computCJ".
Qne of the strengths of ASUOP as an
organization, especially as. a student
organization, is that it has long term
goals.
Ben also critricized the fact that
the computer has experienced a lot of
"down time". As a business major,
Ben should realize that it can be expected to take a year or longer before a
new system such as this can be expected
to be fully on-line. We expected this
11

Mark Mahan
Freshman
Engineering
I look forward to seeing alumni,

like my beautiful sister who
graduated last year. I also look
forward to seeing the South/ West
kazzo band, football game and the
·showing of the "Rocky Horror
Picture Show.'' 1 hope people
remember their props.

Dave Ireland
Sophomore
SBPA
I'm looking forward to all of the
festivities and a large flow of liquid
refreshments. I'm hoping that I'll
be able to remember the day so
that I'll have something to look
forward to next year.

l

going in.
2. Office remodeling- Mr. Carmichael, as a member of the Senate
that approved the release of funds for
the renovation, should know that the
monies for that renovation came
primarily from interest accrued in in- ,
vestments made over the last several
years for the. expressed purpose of
major office improvements.
3. The staff retreats- The ASUOP
Executive Staff is required to attend
two retreats per·year. The Fall retreat
is
used to develop
overall
organizational and individual program
goals and objectives, work on basic
management skills, and create the
"team spirit" necessary to effectively
provide the programs and services that
the student body enjoys. The Spring
retreat is a time to evaluate progress on
those goals and objectives, to plot the
course for the remainder of the year,
and to begin. to prepare for a smooth
transition for the new staff. The Fall
retreat is a "working retreat" in every
sense of the word; over 19 hours of
planned work sessions took place at the
August retreat. As such it is fully funded by ASUOP funds. The Spring
.retreat will only be 50% work, and
because of that only housing and transportation costs will be funded. The
ASUOP executive board cannot function to their potential, however,
without goals and teamwork. Thus •. I
differ with Mr. Carmichael's
assessment of the retreats as "extravagent"; they are not only
economically planned, they are powerful investments fu the ''human resources" that are tbe backbone of the
Associated Students' organization.
4. President's salary- Mr. Carmichael is correct in his figures on this
one. The ASUOP president is constitutionally guaranteed a stipend of
$2200 per year. What is inappropriate,
l think, is the comparisons that he
chooses to make, The fact that it
"makes up 31 o/o of ASUOP's clubs funding b~dget" is no more germane than
the -fact that the president's salary is less
than the combined net operating
budgets of ASUOP travel service and
the ASUOP Loan Store (which it is).
And, I must admit, I still haven't
figured out the mathematics or the
logic in Mr. Carmichael's comparison
of the ASUOP president's salary to the
U.S. Defense budget. ·What would be
more appropriate would be to point out
that the president's salary is $600.00
less than it was seven years ago. Or
that on an hourly basis it works out to
~!~nificant!y less than minimum 'wage
( a rate not excessively high for
someone who administrates an
operation budget in excess of
$500,000.00).
In summary, the ASUOP's commitment to funding clubs is intact and
its expenses are quite defensible.
They have to be--they must be approved by the Senate on which Mr.
Carmichael sits.

Karen Comments" on soccer

Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to last
week's letter submitted by Andre
Paris.
l am currently a UOP alumnus
but during my four years as a UOP
student I was involved with UOP soccer as a player (women's team) and I
followed the men's team as sports
editor of The Pacifican. Since the
women's team was coached by Geoff
Smyth, I was never personally
coached by Bruce Spaulding (men's
coach). Therefore, I feel that since I
was not a player on his team I can't
reasonably defend his coaching, just
as l feel that only his players have the
validity to personally criticize him.
Observers only see so much of what
/ actually takes place and hearsay isn't
always factual. I may not always
agree with Spaulding's decisions, but
that doesn't make him a "bad"
coach, we all have our own way of
doing things.
The 1979-80 season was
Spaulding's first year as head coach
and my first year as a UOP student. I
have watched UOP soccer develop
over the last five years and I have to
admit that this year's team is the best
team I've seen. Each year though I
saw the team progress and I saw the
program building. Of course, much
credit goes to the quality of the
players but Spaulding recruited those
players. So if the coach has to take
the blame for the negative, he should
also be given credit for the positive.
The records that I could find on the
team only date back to 1975 although
a team existed prior to that. In that
year (1975) the Tigers were 2-9-2. In
1976, UOP joined the Pacific Soccer
Conference, which they are currently
in, and that year they were 0-14-2.
Following
season&
went
as
such ... l977,1 -17-l; 1978, 7-11 -1;
1979, 2-19; 1980, 6-12-1; 1981, 4-131; 1982, 4-15. Unlike the implications

of Mr. Paris' letter, Spaulding did
not turn the team upside-down when
he took over. He inherited a losing
program in 1979 and has since been
working to turn it around.
Before any one can begin to
criticize the coaching, I think that
there are several other factors that
need to be acknowledged, primarily
resources. Pacific competes in a
league that consists of some of the
strongest soccer powers on the West
Coast and nationwide (No. S ranked
and former NCAA Champion USF,
and top 20 ranked Stanford and
Berkeley, not to mention other competitive teams such as Fresno and San
Jose State). Secondly, UOP has a
minimal budget and only two
scholarships. According to a report
compiled in 1976 by the former
coach, Glynn Richard, he had great
difficulty because of "nothing to offer a player in the recruiting world
(no time for personal contact or
budget or such); not enough
marketing of the sport. .. etc." On
must look at the available tools as
well as the coach.
I would also like to respond to
the players mentioned in Mr. Paris'
letter. Having known some of the
players personally, I know that in
some cases there were definitely other
factors involved in their leaving the
team and/or UOP and I would also
question the impact that some of
them might have had on the "success" of the program.
Also .. .if the intent of the letter
was to be only to. help the team I
believe that the timing was po~r.
Waiting until the conclusion of the
season. would have been a wiser
decision. Fortunately though for the
team, it has not divided them but only
possibly brought them closer.
Good luck Tigers for the
remainder of 1983.
Thank You,
Karen Komsak
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Letters to the Editor
.

.

KUOP student disputes P' can erro
Dear Editor:
The responsibility of a quality
newspaper is to report issues accurately. No article should be
published unless the writer has all the
facts to support his/her statements in
the article.
On behalf of the seven full-time
professional staff members of KUOP
National Public Radio and the more
than 50 students employees and
volunteers, I would like to express our
dissatisfaction with Elisa Kayser's article "KUOP fund drive in progress"
(October 21st issue). Kayser committed several errors in her reporting:
1. Kayser misidentified the title
of KUOP's fund drive as "Flashback." KUOP's fund drive's correct
title was "FASTFORWARD."
KUOP is not dwelling on the past,
but is accelerating into the future.
2. Kayser omitted the fact that
KUOP is the fourth most listened to
National Public Radio Station in
America· and is licensed by the
University of the Pacific.
3 · Kayser's sentences are

gramatically incomprehensible or incomplete, such as, ''As the donati~n
decreases in size, the gifts decrease m
amount." What does "amount"
refer to?
4. Kayser misidentified KUOP's
programs. We do not offer our
44,000 listeners programs such as
"aundant after dawn" (which is
misspelled by Kayser; it should be
"Andante After Dawn"), "jazz til
five," "going for broke," "Jazzy
ladies," "back to Bach," and the
"joy of sax." Besides the fact that the
first letter of these should be spelled
in upper case, these "programs" are
not programs. These are specials we
offered during the fund drive. To
correct Kayser, KUOP offers
programs of Jazz, Classical, News
and Public Affairs.
5. Kayser misidentified the
KUOP staff as "production
professionals." KUOP's staff is
made up of seven Full-Time
Professionals
specializing
in
Programming, Development, News,
Production, Trafficing; Engineering

and the Station Manager. Is it
group of professionals that
the guidance and support for
student staff and volunteers.
7. Kayser stated that
gives "gifts" to our
Donations do not buy gifts.
donations pay for premiums ..
tokens for their support of
Radio at the University of the
We at KUOP are disapr,oin1te
the fact that writing of this
has been published. We ask, '
do you allow articles like this
printed?" It is incorrect,
and provides false information
the readers. We would like to
that in the future, Tbe Pacifll~l
more careful about the
ticles it allows to be Printc~<l
the responsibility of the
visor, the writers, and the
the readers.

the KUOP article.

Concert Director insulted by editorial
Dear Editor:
I feel compelled to respona to
what I saw as an unfair editorial run by
the Pacifican in the October 21 issue. I
will try to give the readers a brief understanding of my job as ·Concert
Director as well as the market in which ·
ASUOP Concerts must exist.
I have to disagree with the
~torial's allegation tha~ it is "obvtous...what type of musical group to
bring to the UOP campus." We have

been experimenting
withtwo
theyears
different
types
of shows for over
now

strong foundation.
The writer questioned whether I
know who I work for. I was very much
resent to the implication. I work
for. ALL students, not just those who
happen to have similar tastes to the
writer. Of course, the majority of the
shows we book will be main stream pop
and rock (as were Quarterflash Starship, LRB, and Loggins), but it' is unfair to others with different tastes to

Yes, boozers Wl.ll

and we have yet to come up with the
definite answer. I find it quite Dear Editor:
presumptuous for a newspaper reporter
In response to 'Football Spectotellmehowtodomyjob.
tators Maintain Buzz':Yes, we go to
He (or is it she?) must not realize all the ho~e games. Yes, we do stay
some of the factors which affect the ' p~st half-time. Yes, we do stay past
success of the overall program. It is an t~ud-quarter. In fact, we stay the enindustry which favors those with good tire game. Yes, we can name at least
working relationships. Even though we five players. In fact, we can name
may not have had· a great student turn- most all the players yes
k
out at the Molly Hatchet show, we who we are playing this w ' ;e d ~w
made great strides in bettering irnpor- it does matter! And
ee en · es
~t working .r:lationships with three ' during and after t:e party before,
liDportant entities: the Conservatory
DEAL!!I We .
e game - BIG
Rock. n' Chair Productions, and a good time. J:dknow how to have
Amencan Talent International. So watch the am yes, we :want to
therefore, not only did we provide wouldn't be tt e. Otherwise, we
quality. entertainment for the students as for the excitere, wou:d we??~ ~d
who did attend (granted, chances are alcohol to th eme.nt o smuggling m
that your writer was not one of them) of my life" e~tadium; "Its the thrill
t?ut we- also strengthened an already Reali Yes
odme on, Rand~! Get
' we o ~ell obnoXIously.

OUR POLICY

pass up shows of a different
genre (hard rock, jazz, "new"
etc ..) just because "masses may
tend.
I n summary, 1 can't
please all of the people all of the
may never be able to please
Pacifican), but I will promise to
tinue doing my best to bring
diverse entertainment to UOP.
Rolly

SiY

10 boozer U()P football!
(and there is more of us out til
P .S.
·we do agree with your equatioll!
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nes~ay • November 16 at the
chn;;erslty .Center the.a ter free of
era ~e. A Jlmple meal of soup and
br c ers onat~~ by Paul Fair.:'
b ook .and Awuhary Services will
d~ avalla~le ~or fasters at the Anrsw
enter ~t }:00 pm.
which at~~ ~or the s1gn-u~ tables
dinin
e dset up outs1de the
1san at the U .C. a week
. g
~~~oorftof cthae fast. Thdosde ~f you who
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h
.
e ast s ould s1gn up
act thte taFble set up at. the Uni~ersity
en er · or further mformabon or
questions call th And
e
erson Y Center at 466-1496 or ext. 2444 .

center is sponsoring the annual
CROP fast to raise l'Onsciousness
and funds to help world and local
hunger relief projects.
The fast is set to start on
Tuesday, November 15 at 7:00pm
after dinner time and end on Wednesday the 16th at 7:00 pm after
dinner time. Two films, "Indonesian
Boomerang •'
highlighting the relationships bet1
d f .I
ween poor an
wr Y we I-to-do
conomies, and "The Jewel
eReclaimed" - about development
· K
h
.
efforts m ampuc ea, wlll be
·00
and
6·00
shown at 5·
·
pm on

h:u

Bike lockers available to students
By Julia Stevenson
Staff Writer

Station Manager. Is it tm
profe!lsionals that provid~
lu''"«l''\,;c and support for ~~
. taff and volu nteers.
Kay er stated that KUOP
.. gifts" to our pledgen.
ions do not buy gifts. Th
. pay for premiums ... smal
for their upport of Pub·
at the University of the Pa ·
at KUOP are disappointed
that writing of this qu ·
n published. We ask, "
allow articles like this to
11
It i incorrect, inaccur
es false information ~
. We would like to su
the future, T he Paclfieu
careful about the quality
It no w to be printed.
nsibllity of the faculty
writer , and the editors

Bike lockers are now available
for the first time to UOP students to
rent to protect their bicycles. There
are 24 lockers being rented on a
semester or yearly basis through the
University Center, and four of these
bave already been filled. The lockers
are located directly north of the
University Center.
"This is an idea that has been
tried and is working well at other
college campuses in California, such
as UC Davis and Sacramento State
University/' commented University
Director, Jim Paull.
"These lockers are the best that
are available. Storing a bike in one is
at teast as sate as stonng a btke m
one's home. The keys are impossible
to duplicate and the lockers are
guaranteed for 20 years," said Paull. ·
Losses due to bike thefts on
campus during the months of August
and September were totalled at over
$3700 with an average individual loss

over $200 .. 1 th" k h
.
.
m t e problem w1th
bike thefts on campus has gotten
worse.as the cost of bikes has gone up
a?d more and more people are using
b1kes. Also, students usually have
valuable bikes that they keep on campus," Paull commented.
The cost of keeping a bike in one
of these lockers is $25 for a semester
or $45 for the school year. "We
realize that this is an expense, but it is
a very secure way of protecting one's
means of transportation " Paull
stated. "The cost can also be put on
one's bookstore charge.''
This project was funded by the
University Center of Student Activities. The cost of installing the
lockers ran in excess of $10,000 and
they are expected to pay for themselves within eight to ten years.
Anyone interested in renting a
locker for their bike, or in some cases
their moped, can do so through the
University Center Director's office on
weekdays from 8:30 am-12 am and 1
pm-5 pm.

Ro(::k' s ·tradition will live On
By Cecilia Dyba

..

a natural time to remove the rock in
hopes that it could be replaced at a
future date.
· Dr.
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CO-OP Correction
Last week's Pacific Update on
UOP's Co-Op Internship program
named only a few of the internship opportunities available
through their office. Co-Op and
intern experiences are offered to all
majors in a wide variety of fields.
For an updated list, please visit the
Co-Op of{ice.

Education Talk
At the Friday Symposium,
October 28, 1983, the guest
speaker at our luncheon-lecture
series will be Dr. William Theimer
speaking on "Some Comments on
Excellence in Education."
Dr. Theimer is a former
member of the faculty of the
School of Education and one of
the authors of the CBEST
(California Basic Educational
Skills Test) which is used to test
the competence o f persons entering
the education pro fession. He is
presently
engaged
as
a
psychological assistant and private
consultant.
The Friday Symposium is a
UOP series arranged by the Center
for Integrated Studies. Planned
each Friday noon in the U.C. Conference Room, the programs deal
with scholarship, public, and
academic issues.

frat established

By K.lllm Lani Iwata
{!:tiff Writer

__. ;.,L
L

organizations came to the School and
asked if they could be a part," said
Bill Shaw, President of the local
chapter.
"And Delta Sigma Pi is one of
them," explained Shaw. "The former
Grand President of the fraternity, Bill
Tatem, approached Professor John
Blasingame, a former Delta Sigma Pi
member . Tatem is helping us get started here."
The purpose of the organization
is three-fold: to promote professional
activities for business students, to serve
the community, and to encourage
social interaction amongst business
students as well as administrators.
Among future events the fraternity has planned, Carmichael noted
of Mandavi Wines in Napa Valley.
Mondavi is a Delta Sigma Pi alum·
Mandavi is a Delta Sigma Pi alumnus.
.and will speak to the organization in
December.. They also plan on
working with the Special Olympics
and the Food Bank in the Spring.
Other officers of the Upsilon Pi
Chapter include Vice President of
Professional Activities Ken Abdalla,
Chancellor Gary Groth, Secretary
Debbie Lopez, Treasurer Kathy
Morris, Historian Rob Blakey and
Publicity Chairman Peter Dunn.
Faculty advisers are Dr. John
Blasingame and Dr. Paul Tatsch,

SBPA associate professors.
The local chapter meets every
Monday at 6:00 pm in Weber Hall
201, beginning Nov. 8. Sign-ups and
information will be available in the
University Center Wed., November
2, 1983 between 10 am and 2 pm.

Foreign Trade

Talk with
foreigners

Dr. AI Blum , the George
Wilson professor o f International
Management at the University of
the Pacific, will be giving a talk on
the United States and Foreign
Trade in Jobs for the " World on
Wednesday" program, November
2 at 12:00 noon in the Bechtel International Center.
Dr. Blum has worked abroad
as a labor specialist in Switzerland,
Denmark, Ireland, and Mexico.
His experiences and knowledge has
inspired him to write 10 books and
150 articles. His recent concentration is specializing in U.S.
labor.
" The World on Wednesday"
programs are sponsored by the
Bechtel International Center ,
C.O.P.A., and UPBEAT.

Conversation Partners is a
. program consisting of American
and foreign students and community people who are interested
in sharing with another person
their own culture, while learning
about the other's. These people are
paired together as conversation
partners for one semester, one
American with one foreign person.
Each pair of conversation partners
is asked to meet for two hours a
week, at a time and place of their
•
choosing.
The main purpose of the
program is to help foreign students
adjust to American culture and for
American students to learn about
another country. The program,
now in its fourth year, is sponsored
by ASUOP and the Office of International Services. This fall over
sixty people are participating, and
several group activities have been
planned for the partners. Included
will be a trip to San Francisco, a
potluck dinner, and "Casino
Night" which will consist of table
games from different parts of the
world.
.
Conversation Partners
Program offers a worthwhile learning/sharing experience for both
American and foreign partners.
Anyone interested in participating
in the program for future
semesters should contact the Office of International Services, 946-

.i......
.
Six Pence lnnsi ·
..............................

~~

~
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President and administrator in charge
of caring for the assets and preserving
the properties of the University, is optimistic about the rock's eventual
return. He is currently investigating
possible solutions to the problems
caused by the rock in the past. He
feels the most promising alternative is
the construction of a sandbox with a
concrete border for placement of the
rock in the general proximity of the
engineering complex and yet removed
from any buildings. However, the
estimated cost for such a project is
$5000, and the issure of who should
pay for it ari~es. Dr. Winterberg
states "although the rock is
associated with the School of
Engineering, it probably was not
engineering students who were
responsible for the abuse." Furthermore, it will take the cooperation of
the entire student body to treat the
surrounding property with respect
when the rock is replaced. The painting of an imaginary "ROCK" on the
sidewalk recently was not a promising
indication that no more property
would be defaced. However, Dr.
Winterberg says "the engineering
students have acted responsibly in
their approach to getting the rock
returned.". He is "optimistic" that
the engineering rock's tradition will
live on.

Have yo•lu wandered past the old
engineering lt•uilding and gotten the
strange feelli ng that something is
missing? A B a student, you have
probably henrd of UOP's famed
engineering rock, traditionally painted by freshrr,ven engineering students,
but unless yo1L1're a junior or a senior,
your probably haven't seen the rock.
Why not?
The en:gineefing rock was
removed frotln its traditional spot in
front of Bautn Hall when the construction of' the new engineering
complex begmn over a year ago.
The rock wa!i put into storage and as
of yet has n1ot been replaced. The
reason for the rock's extended absence is that prc1blems had arisen due to
damage caus11:d to properties near the
rock. Rather than being painted, the
rock was beit·ng splashed with paint, :S
and with it, the sidewalk, the ben- ,S
ches, and tht~: neighboring building. e11
Sandblasting was necessary to remove E
the spilled paint and maintainance ~
costs were mounting. Students were 0
unable to wallk on the sidewalk or sit '0
on the bencht~lS for fear of wet paint. if
Administrato,:rs felt the abuse was get- Senior Rna;,_,
t~ng ~ut of h.Emd, ~nd. wit~ construe- about the days of old when
tlon m the are•:a begmnmg, tt would be engineering rock was present.

~

d 't~
are n't greeks and we on e'
ch ant , we yell for the g~~
, we do n' t o wn black & ~ut •
s. T hey make thef!I·es baj
need them . Our vole ·gtj
more pmt any day • or ~~~
being there, with ou~e kJlof
o ur • pirits.' Yes, d and~
is a game this wee~~ sure,there, booze and ill. be tbef.
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Equitec invites you to discover
"Winning Equitec Style."
Equitec is one of the nation's fa~test gro~i.ng i~dep~n
dent financial services compames, prov1d1ng fmanc1al
planning and asset management ~ervices to a broad
client base. This year our revenues Increased over 58%
and our services are continuing to expand.
This growth translates into solid career opportunities
for high-spirited performers who a~e rea~y to be part of
a team. To make it in our dyn.amlc env1~onme~t, you
must be goal-oriented and dedtcated. We II prov1de the
resources to help you achieve in areas such a~ properties, acquisitions, leasing! finan~ial plann~~g, and
marketing. We call it "Winnmg EqUitec Style.
We would welcome the opportunity to meet i~di~iduals
who are committed to their own success an~ mv1te you
to learn more about us and our industry. Jom us for an
on-campus business seminar:

Monday, November7,1983
4:00·6:00 p.m .•. uc co-:-ference
Room. Refreshme_nts ·w•ll be
served. Equitec w•ll conduct on·
campus interviews on Tuesday,
November 8, 1983.
If you are unable to attend, send your
resume and introductory letter to
Equitec Financial Group, Inc., P.O. Box
.
2470 , oakland CA 94614.

EQUITEC
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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NEWS

The good news for the School of
Business and ]Public Administration
did not stop when it received its accreditation last April.
The Schot:>l and its students can
.also profit fro;~n the establishment of
the Delta Sigm1a Pi business fraternity
within SBPA tJlis semester, according
to Ben Carmie hael, Vice President of
the SBPA chapter.
"Bringing such a prestigious
fraternity as Delta Sigma Pi to the
University not only benefits the
students when they leave the School,
_ _...;......____ ' - - - - - - but the Schoo•l of Business, as a
~whole, to look so much better," said
s Carmichael in u. recent interview.
!I
Delta Signna Pi, established 1907
~"""'"""'' §' in New Yorl~:, is a professional
• business fraternity with 110,000 acf tive members worldwide. It aims to
~:::::-_------------1 promote professionalism amongst
business students.
The SBPA Upsilon Pi Chapter is
open to both sexes and all SBPA
majors. Acco Jrding to Carmichael,
thus far it has 41 members and membership intere!;t in the fraternity is
growing.
"After tll'e School of Business
and Public Administration was accredited last: year, a lot of
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Study Abroad
You still have the opportun;ty
to sign-up for Spring 1984 abroad.
Information and applications can
be picked-up at the Bechtel International Center (Office of International Studies).
The
mandat ory
Cross
Cultural Orientation course taught
by Prof. Cort Smith for students
who are planning to go abroad
next fall, started Wednesday, October 19 and will continue every
succeeding Wednesday for six
weeks.
So if you are interested in
having the exciting experience of
studying in another country, go to
the Bechtel International Center
today and apply before the
deadline November 8th.

2246.

WAKEUP
AND SEE!

i•
i

!
••
:.

•.
Daily rates
•
, from$17-$25
plus tax
phone, heating, •
AC, color TV; pool

•
1
i
i

For Reservation Call (209)4 77-5576 :

~. . . . . . . . . .11-+. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

EXTENDED
WEAR
i

CONTACT
LENSES

HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE ABLE
TO BE FIT WITH THIS TYPE
OF VISION CORRECTION,INCLUDING PEOPLE WHO
ARE NEARSIGHTED, FARSIGHTED AND PEOPLE WITH
A STIGMAnSM.
CONSULTAnON ON THIS OR ANY OTHER CONTACT LENS
QUESTION ALWAYS AVAILABLE.
STUDENTS SHOULD ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL FEES.

Stephen L. Pollack, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry

1701 W. March Lane

951·2020
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Calliope
Calliope, UOP's literary
magazine, is now accepting submissions for its 1983-84 edition.
All student are encouraged to
submit poetry, short fiction, oneact plays, pen-and-ink drawings,
or black-and-white photographs to
be considered for publication.
Boxes for submission are in the
Main Library, the Philosophy
Lodge, and the English Department office. The deadline is
Friday, December 16, 1983. For
more information call Jane Kiefer
, at 952-6460.

Stop and Listen
The course on listening skills
is planned for Saturday, Oct. 29,
from 8:30 am to 5 pm, plus the
' Monday evenings of Nov. 7, 14 &

1

21.

Those participating will learn
how to use simple phrases, key
words and open ended questions to
elicit greater response, and how
and when to acknowledge feelings
or respond to body language.
1
One unit of extension credit
will be available, and those who
are interested should contact the
UOP Lifelong Learning Office at
946-2424.

Computers
Jerry Springer, director of
computer services at UOP, will
direct a computer course on Nov. 5
that will deal with the microcomputer and small business. This
course will be aimed toward
owners of small to medium sized
<:ompanies, department managers
in large companies and others who
are buying their first microcomputer. The participants will learn
about microcomputer software
and hardware, related equipment
and the steps involved in selecting
a microcomputer.
For more details on this course
contact the UOP Lifelong Learning Office at 946-2424.

Drama Group

1
i

A meeting is planned for
Homecoming weekend in Stockton
to discuss reactivating the local
chapter of the Theta Alpha Phi
drama fraternity of the University
of the Pacific.
A continental breakfast is
planned for 10 am on Sunday,
(Oct. 30) at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl McDonald, 6101 Ports
mouth Place. DeMarcus Brown,
the retired director of drama
programs at UOP, is expected to
attend, along with interested
drama graduates from the area and
others in town
for
the
Homecoming weekend.
Those interested should contact Mrs. McDonald · for more
details at 478-4934.

'

Film Shown
Omicron Delta Epsilon, the
economics honor society, presents
a film on the Industrial Revolution
on Wednesday, Nov. 2, 7 pm, at
Knoles Hall210.
The film examines the
development of the Industrial
Revolution and its consequences
with respect to modern day life.
The film explains when, where,
and why the revolution took place
as well as study the living conditions of the time.

Job Search

ki club gets good sta

Forensics takes second
By Elisa Kayser

Award. Dawn Gilzean won Third
Place in the Open Impromptu
classification.
When asked about the potential
of this year's forensic team, advisor
Dr. Jon Schamber commented, "We
lost a lot of students from the team
due to graduation, but our strength
this year lies with the novice division
which is doing extremely well. Ad-

Staff Writer

The UOP Forensic Team took
the Second Place Sweepstakes Award
at their opening tournament held October 14 and 15 at Sacramento City
College. The 1984 team beat over 23
other colleges and universities from
California and Nevada. San Francisco State University took the First
Place Award. The UOP team won
largely through the efforts of the
novice speakers on the team.
The team members in the novice
division who received awards were as
follows: Robert Walls, · First Place
Expository Speaking; Diana Rose,
Second Place Expository Speaking;
Sue Shin, Finalist Expository
Speaking; Steve Shirakawa, Second
Place Persuasive Speaking; Shauna
McKinley, Finalist Persuasive
Speaking; Ron Bernasconi, Finalist
Impromptu Speaking; Gigi Herbert,
Finalist Impromptu Speaking; Monty
Griffin and Rachael Roberts, Quarterfinals Cross Examination Debate.
In the Varsity Division the
following received awards: Lisa Lau,
Third Place Persuasive Speaking;
Kelly Carpenter, Third Place Interpretation; Carl Katerndahl and Dawn
Gilzean, Quarterfinals Open Debate.
Last weekend the team sent two
members to Humboldt State for a
competition. Kelly Carpenter took
First Place in Open Poetry and Prose.
These victories entitled her to the
Second Place Overall Speaker

ditionally, the remaining seniors are
proving to be competitive."
·
The next tournamemt. the forensic team will attend is th!iis weekend at
UC Berkeley. Other tournaments on
the schedule this fall inc'lude the Paul
Winters Invitational at : Sacramento
State University and f!he ~orthe~n
California Fall Champ10nsh1p
Tournament ·

!

!
,;
•

l

SCaff Writer

The Pacific Ski Club has go~en
off to a strong start this yeard Wlth
'd members an more
over 110 pal
ailin' list
than 300 people on the m . g
·
There are already several tnps plS~n
ned for this semester including a ~ve
day trip to Aspen, Colorado dunng
winter break.
.
Ski Club President, . Jtm
Calcagno, commented, "I knew tf we
could get the club off to a c~ean start
it couldn't fail because of the number
of people who are enthused about
skiing on this campus. We h~ve go~
ten the club a lot more organized this
year There are eight club offtcers
that ·have all put in a lot of time. We
started planning last year and over
the swnmer for this semester."
The first activity the club has
planned was the second ~ual
Kickoff Fashion Show and Social.
The show was open to all club members and took place on October 20 in
the Pacific Club at 7:30 p.m. It was

By Cathy Engstrom

'-

Leticia Herrera argues her case over higher education in the Fortmsics practice
last Wednesday night.

Wallis at the Bechtel International
Center. Nomination to the nationInterFuture program is an honor
open to only five students from
this campus each year.
Students selected for participation design research projects
that take them to one or two world
regions for three to seven months.

Homecoming
' Special
Draft beer all day long
.50 fora// UOP students
&alumni.

TU
"-DO
JUMCTIOM

By Julia Stevenson

sponsored by Coors and Zu Zu•s
Shop. The Fashion Show fean~
15 ski outfits from Zu Zu's that~
modeled by eight ~OP students ''4
orrered to the audience at ~
pnces.
To become a member of tit
Club all that is r~uired is to ~~
at one of ~e meetings or contact~
president, Jun Calcagno at 465-i'lni,
or the vice president, Rob Reed"'\
944-1655, and pay the annual~
·The dues are $5 for the year for .
ups before October 20, and $7 for
sign ups at a later date.
~e ftrst s~g the club Will'
doing 1S a day tnp to Bear Valley~
November 20.
Space has ~
limited to 14-28 ~eople and~
vations are now being taken by
Jim Calcagno and Rob Reed Wi~
$15 deposit. Sign ups for the
trip will take place on Friday ~
ning, October 28 after 10 a.m. intJtl
University Center. There is~
space available o~ this t_rip alld 1
deposit of $150 1S reqwred wt..
signin_g up.

Money d onate d t 0 •mprove
I
appearance of Conservatory

]
_

Applications for IF Scholars acceJ,)ted
As a UOP InterFuture
Scholar you could conduct your
own study project for academic
credit next year in Africa, the
Carribean,
Europe,
Latin
America, or Asia.
Freshmen and sophomores interested
in
applying
for
nomination may contact Kay

(with this coupon)

Try our new menu.
2301 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, C.llfomia
(209) 943-2348

Business, education, g•enetics, law,
health services, urban planning,
environmental
studiles,
social
work,
nutrition,
agronomy,
marine science, politiics, history,
music, and the arts are some of the
fields in which parti( :ipants have
designed research experiences.
Before leaving tho.e USA, the
student receives a semester's
preparation here on campus and
participates in three t raining conferences with other IF Scholars
from around the natio•n. ·
Before departing for a spring
and/or summer abrooa d, the participant studies the ClOUntry to be
visited and its language, draws up
a project plan on the: topic to be
examined, and carrie!\ out a pilot
study.
Overseas the IF Scholar has a
local advisor and ho:st family to
. ease the adjustment into a new
culture. Many students carry out
their investigations in both an industrialized and in a lfhird World
country. Upon return, IF Scholars
lead classes and actior 1 projects to
share their findings.

StaffWrlter

An unspecified amount of
money has been donated to UOP in
order to improve the appearance of
the Conservatory. Presently, plans
have been initiated, but the proposed
starting date is still up in the air and
should be announced in the near
future.
Mr. Leonard Abbott, an architect assigned to the renovation,
stated last week that the job will consist oftwo projects. The first project
of the renovation will entail changing
the present seating arrangement to
give audiences more comfort while attending Conservatory events . "At
this time, the Conservatory seats 1200
people, but after the change, it will
seat 1000. The decrease in
will

*couples costume prize·
night at Foxes Bec:J &Br~aktast .
~utter Creek
1n
*Best costume wl $S
at Tower Record~s. 0 certificate
• Werewolf howling Witch
cackling and ghosi m
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contests.
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Office Clerk. 3.50 ph, 3-4 hrs
per day. Flexible hours. Must be
able to operate a calculator and
type 45 wpm. Own transportation.
Sitter. $100/mo, 1-6 pm (Mon
& Fri). Just ..2 days a week near
Mall. Own transportation.
Floor guard. 3.35 ph,
evenings and weekends. Should
know how to rollerskate.
I
Counter person. 3.35 ph,
.1 I evenings and weekends. Some
!
cashier experience.
Cashier. 3. 35 ph, 2-9 or 4-9
pm. Cashier experience. Good in
Math.
Firewatch. 4.80 ph, 11 pm to
5:25 am. Fri and Sat. Own tran~1 sportation. Some clerical skills
.helpful.

238 1 W. March Lane
Stockton, (209) 952-2142
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Never Say Neve!
aims is to improve the overall' new James Bond movte t
pearance of the Conservatory, - always mold to the
Abbott mentioned that they h~ Bond fashion.
also install new drapes and re111
This remake of Ian
the interior, giving the Cons~ 'lbDDderbaU, is directed by
a more "theatrical look."
I neir and features Sean
There is a possibility that Connery was the old Bond
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Highlights for october
Absolutely ever:vone seems to be enjoying our exceptional HAPPY HOURS! Get reaav
for our newest concept in beverage
accompaniment when each weeknight from
4-7 p.m., the ''theme" of the evening
changes_ A tantalizing variety of food awaits
you as a pleasant_ relaxing end to your work_.
day. We'll have St"ORTS NIGHT 880 NIGHT
HAWAIIAN MEXICAN & ITALIAN NIGHTS an'd
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOURS Thursdays, Fridays,
and saturdays starting at 11 p.m.
october 20th beg1ns our late night "cure
for the unQuenchabre" when pizza, pitchers
of beer and happy hour prices prevail after
11 p.m. on Thursdays. Don't fall victim to that
bald head, bad skin, and lumpy neck-the
vulture"'"not Luigi! auench the unquenchable
on "THit<STY THURSDAY"!!
Be one of the "things that go bump in
the night" October 29tti at Luigi Murphy's!!
Get more out of your Halloween garb this
yepr. and wear it early saturday, the 29th, at
Lu1g1's 2nd Annual Halioween Bash! Prizes go
out to most original costume and best couple's costumes. Boo here for Halloween!!

far
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ENTERTAINM·ENT
Fantasy releases Jazz at COP

City limits

•

JCill

., ,.,. college of tht! pacific

dave bru bPek

quartet

Dave Brubeck
Jazz at College of the Pacific
Fantasy
··•·~·iii~•
Fantasy Records has just
released another album in their
Original Jazz Classics series: Jazz
at Collete of tbe Pacific. This reissued album features COPalbum
Dave Brubeck with his quartet (including Paul Desmond on alto sax,
Ron Crotty on bass, and Joe
Dodge on drums) at a 1953 concert
on the Pacific campus.
The album is kicked off with
Jerome Kern's old jazz standard,
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By Chris Bertsch ·

"All The Things You Are." The
Br_ubeck quartet takes this at a
bnght swing tempo making this
ch~t a great opener. The rhythm
section keeps this cut moving by
playing with a light feel. After a
very brief introduction Paul
Desmond makes his entrance. He
plays the melody in a simplistic
manner and avoids showing off his
superb technique until he improvises on
the changes.
Desmond's flowing eighth note
~ns are smooth; the ever present
VIbrato associated with his playing
can be heard throughout the chart.
Brubeck's solo work is of the high
quality one expects of this jazz
veteran. His improvisational work
begins in a single note form and
gradually moves into a block chord
style. (This movement from a
single note to a block chord style
of soloing is characteristic of all
the . piano solos on this album).
Brubeck's solo brings the chart to
a climax, rhythmically and harmonically speaking. Soon thereafter Desmond re-enters with his
simplistic melody line and closes
the opener.

"Laura" is a very low key
ballad bringing the listener a
welcomed contrast. The arpeggiated chordal figures employed by Brubeck give this chart a
very full and rich sound. Joe
Dodge and Ron Crotty keep to a
' very basic style of playing, helping
to show off Brubeck's superior
performance on this track.
Closing side one is a medium
swing composition by Benny
Goodman entitled "Lullaby in
Rhythm." The easy feeling style is
very similar to that of the first
track, "All The Things You Are."
Joe Dodge is featured towards the
close of the tune when he trades
four bar solo breaks with Dave
Brubeck. Dodge's performance is
exceptionally good making it a
shame that he is featured for such
a small period of time.
Ruth Lowe's composition .
"I'll Never Smile Again" kicks off
side two. Paul Desmond is brought
back into the scene with his solos
for this medium swing chart. This
track provides great easy listening.
The two bar solo exchanges between Desmond and Brubeck are

executed with perfection.
The Brubeck Quartet's rendition of Mercer and Schertzinger's standard "I Remember
You" brings the listener another
medium tempo swing tune.
Although this cut is a bit lengthy
(9: 10) the group does manage to
keep its audience attentive.
Ending side two of the album
is a ballad featuring Paul
Desmond, "For All We Know."
The light style of the group is once
again found in the closer. The
musicianship of the quartet is
superior which helps to prevent
this re-issued album from sounding monotonous.
Jazz at College of the Pacific
is a great album for easy listening
jazz. It provides excellent examples
of the styles of Dave Brubeck and
Paul Desmond. The album has an
overall relaxing quality to it mainly
because undivided attention on the
listener's part is not required. Jazz
at College of tbe Pacific is a good
addition to any jazz record collection.

through a rigorous program to
determine if he is still an effective
double zero agent, namely the
famous 007.
After the British intelligence has
concluded the double zero program is
becoming obsolete, the world is faced
with a crisis where the double zeros
must be called in. From this point on,
Never ~ Say Never Again parallels
Tbunderball quite closely, except for
updated changes in the plot.
Sean Connery upholds the
comedy that Roger Moore has instilled in the character of Bond. The
subtle as well as obvious 'pop-offs'
are carried through the movie .in the
James Bond manner. Connery still
chases through a myriad of shapely
women, both good and evil. An in-

teresting update for Never Say Never
Again is the new way "Q," the
gadget man, has developed for killing
people. The evil seductress is murdered with a pen that shoots e;x:ploding bullets. There is also a space
age motorcycle that one would expect

to see riding through a Star Wars
movie.
This new James Bond movie is a
fun diversion and will even have
adamant Bond fans cheering for
more (not Moore). (courtesy of the
Sherwood Theatre.) ......,.

Staff Writer

c0 nnery is more than the Old.Bond

Vicki T. Purslow

·

By Dawn Polvorosa
Entenalnment Editor

Never Say Never Again is the
new James Bond movie that does not
always mold to the typical James
Bond fashion.
This remake of Ian Fleming's
'lbUDderbaU, is directed by Ivan Kershneir and features Sean Connery.
Connery was the old Bond in the days
before Roger Moore, but Sean is
anything but old now. He's still vital
and as sexy as is necessary for the
maturing character of James Bond.
Never Say Never Again opens
with an untraditional sequence where
the 'double zero' agent program is
being assessed by the British intelligence. Bond, specifically is put

,

The San Joaquin Valley, covered with thousands of acres of grape
vineyards, is known to many as "wine country." Visitors from all over
the country come for miles to sample ·the makings of these luscious
fruits.
How would you like to spend a day tasting and testing the wines our
valley has to offer? Well you can do so, just a few miles away, in Lodi.
Lodi has five wineries, open to the public, which not only have free
wine tasting rooms, but each has unique qualities that make it special and
different from the others.
Guild Winery, located off East Highway 12, on Old Winemasters
Way, would be a good place to start. Surrounded by acres and acres of
Tokay vineyards, Guild features two brands of wine. The Cresta Blanca
brand ill. which the grapes are grown in the Mendocino County, and contain less sugar, is the better of the two. Grapes from the San Joaquin
Valley make up the Cribari brand wines.
A half mile down the road, on Highway 12, is the East-Side . Winery.
Their tasting room is defmitely the most authentic of the five. The Das
Weinhaus, ~ts it has been named, is a huge, 50,000 gallon redwood tank
that was used for many years to store and age wine. It has now been
redeveloped to house their tasting room. The East-Side Winery
specializes in dessert wines and brandies and carry the Conti-Royale and
Royal Host brand names.
Coloma Cellars, one of California's oldest wineries, established in
1890, sits on the edge of Highway 99, just north of Lodi. This quaint, little winery is known for the more fruity wines. Apricot, Raspberry, and
Pomegranate are just a few of the many flavors they have to offer.
The nicest and most comfortable tasting room is at Turner Winery.
Beautifully decorated with wicker baskets and dry flowers, the room
overlooks rows and rows of the precious grapes. This family-owned and
operated winery gets all its grapes from their family vineyards in the
Highland Springs district of Lake County. This winery is located off
Highway 99 on Woodbridge Road.
Just outside of Lodi, in a small town of Acampo, lies the BarengoLost Hills Winery. Off of Highway 99, driving west toward Acampo,
exactly l()()' palm trees line the road serving as a decorative path to the
winery. The dark, rustic tasting room is filled with the strong aroma of
grapes because of the huge barrels of aging wine connected to it. A picnic
area, provided for visitors, is located outside the tasting room doors.
The five wineries are open for free tasting from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Guild, East-Side and Barengo have guided tours of their wineries daily.
.

-~

Sounds of UOP Jazz Ensemble will fill the Conservatory tonight

Tonight, the outstanding
.11ounds of the UOP Jazz Ensemble
· will fill the Conservatory
Auditorium once again. Held at
8:l5 p.m., the Conservatory of
Music will present the annual
Homecoming Concert, featuring
"Big Band" favorites from the
\...charts.! arranged especially for the

libraries of Count Basic and Buddy
Rich as well as more contemporary
jazz ensemble by Tom Garvin,
arranger for the Bill Watrous
band, and Todd Mcintosh.
Special feature attractions of
this enchanting evening will be two
ensemble by local composer Larry
Bums ("Work Song" and "Spring

Can Really Hang You Up the
Most"), as well as a performance
of Dave Eshelman's "Jazz Garden," featuring trombone soloist
Steve Rocha. Also featured will be
the Conservatory's newest ensemble. the Jazz Sextet, spotlighting
alto saxophonist Cameron de
Palma, and flugelhornist Robert

Runnels.
The concert is open free of
charge to all UOP students with
ID. Senior citizens are $1.00, and
$2.00 scholarship donation for the
general public. The UOP censervatory is anticipating a wonderful
evening for everyone and hooes to
see you there.

Ll STUDENTS,
COORS W\SHES AMN\ PARENTS &
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FEATURE
Vatican Collection displayed in S. F~
By Grace Fick
Staff Writer

University of the Pacific students
have a once in a lifetime chance to
witness one of the most exquisite art
exhibitions ever to be displayed in the
United States.
The Vatican Collection: The
Papacy and Art is the first major
exhibition of art from the Vatican
Collections ever to be sent abroad.
After being displayed in New York
and Chicago, this unique exhibition
will open at the M.H. de Young
Memorial Museum in San Francisco
on November 19, 1983 and will
remain through February 19, 1984.
According to Dr. Merrill Schleier
of the UOP art department, "This is
a rare opportunity to view works
from one of the most important
collections in the world, for it includes works which span over 25 centuries."
Among the 237 objects in the
exhibition are some of the most important works of art ever created.
The pieces have been drawn from the
enormous holdings within the
Vatican, not only from the Vatican
Museums, but also from the
Apostolic Vatican Library, St.
Peter's Basilica, its Grotte and its
Treasury, and the papal apartments.
The Vatican is both the spiritual
and administrative center of the
Catholic Church and has been the
residence of the popes since the late
14th century. Since about 320 A.D.,
when St. Peter's Church was built,
the popes have preserved, collected,
and commissioned works of art. The
Vatican Museums today hold collections that span the entire history of .
art, ranging in date from Egyptian

and classical antiquity to · the 20th
century.
Almost all of the paintings and
objects in the exhibition were restored
and cleaned, some of them considerably. This extensive conservation
and restoration work was done by the
Restoration Laboratories of the
Vatican Museums and assisted by the
Laboratory for Scientific Research.
The idea for the exhibition tirst

Staff Writer

On Wednesday, October 26, the
International Bechtel Center welcomed
David Kline as a guest speaker tor tne
"World On Wednesday" series.
David Kline is a free lance journalist
with exceptional knowledge on
Afghanistan. His reports on
Afghanistan began in 1979 after his
first visit to the country. Most of
what he lectures on comes from his
personal experiences while in .the
country.
Since 1979, he has been to
Afghanistan six times. He is considered an authority on the country
and the crisis in which it is involved in
now. He intends to continue lecturing about Afghanistan and
hopefully to give a better understanding of the problems going on there. ·
Mr. Kline spoke of the situation
in Afghanistan now concerning the
invading Soviet troops. All of the
captured Soviet attackers have confessed that they.were told they would
be fighting .against American
mercenanes occupying Afghanistan.
They were also told that the
Afghanistan people would welcome
them with open arms of gratitude.
Instead of the loyalty they expected to
find, they found they were hated by
the Afghanistan people. They were
greeted by men and boys, from 14
years old on, with guns, swords and
any other weapons to be found by
the Afghanistan people. Once the
truth was revealed to the prisoners,
they did not wish to fight. They
feared going back to Russia ana

1910.
Section two deals with the period
from Nicholas III (1277-80) to
Alexander VII (1655-67). During this
period, the Apollo Belvedere was
brought to the. Vatican. This
celebrated Roman marble statue,
modeled after a Greek bronze attributed to Leochares, is one of the
most outstanding• works in the
exhibition. Also in this section is the
famous Belevedere Torso, a sculpture
of the Hellenistic period, which is
signed by Apollonius of Athens.
The next section encompasses
the creation of the Vatican Museums,
from Benedict XIV (1740-58) to Pius
VII (1800-23). In this section is a
group of wonderful 14th- .and 15thcentury panels including three
predella panels with the Theological
Virtues, painted in 1507 by Raphael
for the Borghese Deposition. ...
crew from Villa 2000 donated its time to a panhellef!ic organized
Baroque altarpieces in this section infundraiser for the library fund. $413 was raised through ha1r cuts.
clude Caravaggio's Deposition (160204) and Martyrdom of St. Erasmus
by Poussin in 1628-29 for St. Peter's.
The development of the
Museums under Gregory·XVI (1831By Keresbawn Hardy '
conference featured ...~~"UILilllllll
46) and Pius IX (1846-78) is stressed
workshops and several
in the fourth section of the
Staff Writer
three day conference was
exhibition. Works displayed in this
Next Friday, November 4, Black being unproductive by San
section include the famous statue of
State junior Cletis D. Young.'
Roman Emperor Augustus of Prima student organizations from colleges the other hand," Young said,
our
state
and
universities
throughout
Porta, which dates from the beginning of the first century, and the Ara will establish a California Black conference was a move in the
dei Vicomgistri, a relief of a student government at .a conference direction."
On April 6, 1983, the
sacrificial procession from a first cen- that will be held at the University of
Student's
Association of
Southern California in Los Angeles.
tury Roman altar.
University
was host of the
to
have
the
conThe
decision
The final section of the
exhibition emphasizes the new direc- ference at USC was made by a five statewide conference in Palo
tions in patronage and collecting region statewide constitution commit- Two hundred and fifty Black
from Pius XI (1922-39) to Paul V tee that met last summer, July 8. The students attended that
(1963-78). Included in this section is conference was originally slated for statewide conference.
UC Irvine, but was changed at the delegates caucused in these
Third Allegory, a watercolor and
November 8 meeting of the con- signed regions: Far North,
tempera on paper, mounted on
South Central, LA/Orange
masonite, by Ben Shabo in 1955 and stitutional committee.
The main purpose of the con- and San Diego. UOP is in the
the Holy Face, an oil on cardboard
ference is to vote on a constitution Area region.
painted in 1946 by Georges Rouault.
The Bay-Area as a region
The tickets to the exhibition are that will establish and set forth rules
available exclusively through Bay governing a Black student's alliance first statewide conference
· Area Seating Service (BASS) Ticket network. At the conference, delegates "success," states Black
will vote on a pre-proposed con- Union President and B.A.
Centers. No tickets will be sold at the
museum, and admission will be by stitution developed by members of representative Roger Ealey.
ticket only. The Vatican Collections the statewide constitutional commit- says that the region after
will be open seven days a week, in-· tee.
the April conference sent a
eluding all holidays, during its three
The network of college Black Stanford's BSA cornpJiemtent:mg,.
month run.
student organizations began last fall for the "excellent c ntent of
A tour to tne collectign, from
at UCLA, when UCLA invited all formational workshops."
UOP, is being put together 6y the art Black college students to attend a speakers at the conference
department, scheduled for January
unity conference. Over 150 Blaclc received a positive rating by
(Contmuea ~n page 7, column 5)
college students went to the Septem(Continued on page 7, column J)
ber 5 UCLA sponsored event. The

i

CA black student g~vernment
will be established at confere

'Horthrr/rl!•u/r and the Angel" by Gian
Lorenzo Bernini is traveling with the
Vatican Collections.

arose in 1979 when Philippe deMontebello, Director of the Metropolitan
Museum proposed to His Eminence
Terence Cardinal Cooke, Archbishop
of New York and a Trustee of the
Museum, the joint organization of an
exhibition by the Vatican Museums

Kline spoke in WOW series
By Beverly Newman

and the Metropolitan. Cardinal
Cooke then proposed the exhibition
idea to His Holiness John Paul II on
his visit to the United States.
In February, 1980, the exhibition
took formal shape when Professor
Carlo Pietrangeli, Director General,
and Dr. Walter Persegati, Secretary
and Treasurer of the Pontifical
Monuments and Museums of the
Vatican, Mr. Montebello, and
curators of the Metropolitan met in
New York. An agreement was signed
in November, 1980, with the approval
of His Holiness. The Metropolitan
Museum then invited the Art Institute
of Chicago and The Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco to participate.
The exhibition is divided into
five sections, each representing
development and change in meaning
of the papacy's collection of art. The
five sections are prece<led by an. in-

many of them are now being held in
Switzerland.
Along with the lecture, Mr. Kline
presented a slide show consisting of
pictures he had taken on his last trip
to the country. They were pictures of
the resistance leaders, the devastatea
lands, and the mutilated children-victims of the "butterfly bomb" and
the feared napalm. The slides included pictures of children with
maimed faces from the effects of the
napalm. Others showed children
without legs, feet, hands and arms.
In Afghanistan there is little medical
help. Many of the people with even
minor wounds ended up dying beecause of infection. The story was a
sad one as the pictures of children,
the victims of this ruthless war, were
shown up on the screen. Mr. Kline
reports that children like these
described could be found all over the
country.
Lecturing became a part of Mr.
Kline's career in 1979 after his first
report was published. This first
repon received a nomination for a
Pulitzer Prize and gained him quite a
reputation as an authority on
Afghanistan. Since then, he has lectured at many universities. His lecture spoke of the hardships being
faced by the Afghanistan people, the
efforts made to resist the invading
Soviets and the life the people are
being forced to be a part of. In the
lecture, he stressed the fact tnat
Soviet soldiers are attacking the
civilian peoples. He believes there is a
definite parallel between Vietnam
and the situation in Afghanistan
now.

Marble sculpture by Michelangelo entitled "Belvedere Torso."

troductory area which is composed of
photei murals showing the Vatican
City and the Vatican Museums, St.
Peter's Basilica, and the Apostolic
Palaces.
Section one emphasizes the
Popes and Old St. Peter's Church
from Sylvester I (314-335) to Julius II
(1503-1513). Highlighting this section
is a mosaic bust of an angel in a
medallion attributed to G~otto, circa
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ANTONIO MENESES
CELLIST

ICCIIIOft

Cull

All work done
by full qualified
State Licensed
Barber
and
Cosmetologist.

Coupon good Only at
2540 Pacific Ave.

Student Rush - $2.00
7:45 concert nights

VALUABLE

Purchase the $6.00 Precision Cut
and Receive a $3.25 value
Hair Brush absolutely

FREE.
offerexpi;·:

KYUNG-SOO WON, MUSIC DIRECTOR
Beethoven: leonore Overture No 3
lalo: Cello Concerto
·
Brahms: Symphony No. 1

NOVEMBER 2 & 3 AT 8 p M

11-28-83

AT!j~:~T89~Stu~~DITORIUM

Delta Box Office, 474·S11o : 11 am I
·
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HIGH
SENIORS
FLY JETS YOUR FIRST YEAR
The Air Force is currently taking applications for
pilots and navigators, and this may be the oppor·
tunity you've been looking for. If you are a US
citizen and will graduate within one year, you may
qualify for the exciting career of an Air Force
officer! We offer a starting salary of approx.
$19,000 along with many outstanding benefits.
There are only a limited number of vacancies at
Officers Training School, so don't delay. If you're
interested, contact your local Air Force recruiter
or call:
SSgt Wayae Mabry
(916) 635-9618 Collect
(1atere•ted Uadercla••meo
contact ROTC at
(916) 454-7315)

A cre.t way ollite.

I

" Under 16 half price
4 p .m. to 7 p .m., M-F

0 2
p .m .• and
·

-.

~~r!!~~~r e~N_ SPAIN

students, and advanced. Put some excitement. {one. beginners, "in between"
In o your college c
1
BEGINNER OR ADVANCE.D- Cost is about th
areer:!
same as a.semester in a U.S. college: $3,189. Pric:
tun~ties not available in aU S I
mcludes Jet round trip to Seville from New y k
room, board, and tuition complete. Governmo:nt
grants and toans available for eligible stude t
.
n s.
Live ·with a Spanish family , attend clas~es four
hours a day, four days a week, four months E
16 hrs: of credit (equivalent to 4 semester:r~
taughtmU.S. collegesoveratwoyeartime
)
YourSpanishstudieswillbeenhancedbyospan .
ppor.

ardtz~d tests show our stude~~ ~~sroom . Standsupenor to students c ·
. s anguag e skiff s
. grams in U.S . Adva
ompletmg two year pro .
need course s also
Hurry, tt takes a lot f .
.
fl!ents.
o time to make all arra nge SPRING SEMESTER
SEMESTER
- Fe b 1 Ju
- Sept 10 D . ne 1/ FALL
FULLY ACCREDITED - ec. 22 each Year.
Christian College .
- A Program of Trin ity

For full intormar
·
2442 E. Colliers E Dept F 1 Gton- write to:
· ·•
· rand Ra ·
(A Program of Trinity Chr' t' Ptds, Michigan 49506
IS lan College)

The Fat t.J
The Pit a
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H~!.JJ.!yes high school drop-outs a chance
They have declared themselves as
dr?~-outs. Their confidence in their
abthty to succeed in school is dismantied when they arrive here. Our job is
to rebuild their confidence and show
the~ that ~hey are indeed capable of
earnmg a htgh school diploma.
. What does it take to get a GED
htgh s.chool equivalency diploma? At
HE~ tt takes six to eight weeks of intenstve tutoring in five general
education areas. Students are tutored
to become proficient in social studies
science~ literature, math, and english:
On Fndays, HEP students attend
vocational workshops. 'Somewhere
bet~een six to eight weeks after their
arnval to the program students take
their first try at passin; the GED test.
If they are successful in getting the
required score in each of the five subject areas, they receive a high school
equivalency diploma from the .
program. If not, their tutoring is intensified in whatever section the
student failed. "Let's say a student
fails the math portion of the test. He
or she is then continually tutored in
that particular area until he or she is
able to pass it,'' says HEP Social
Studies instructor Lupe Perez.
How does HEP teach its students
four years worth of high school
material in six to eight weeks? Perez
attributes it to the individual help
HEP students receive from their instructors. "One of the positive aspect
of the program is the class sizes. They
average about 15 students per class.

Staff Writer

Opportunity is defined in the dictionary as a combination of circumstances favorable to a purpose: To
have a good chance.
The High School Equivalency
program (HEP) at the University of
the Pacific is a good example of what
the definition represents in real life.
HEP has been in existence at
UOP for 14 years. The program was
designed to give high school dropouts and, or, potential drop-outs a
chance to earn a high school
equivalent diploma.
New HEP Director Dr. Armando Ayala explains it this way. "The
goal of ou~ progr~ is to teach applicable sktlls to mtgrant and other
disadvantaged youngsters who want
to pass the OED test, so that they can
have a better chance to get more advanced employment opportunities.
To do this most. students know they,
at least, need a high school diploma."
"When they pass the GED, we
are able to place them into junior
colleges, and perhaps into a four-year
school. We also can put them in job
training programs if they want to enter the job market. We can present
some good statistics showing our success in doing this," Ayala adds.
Ayala says the circumstances that
bring students to HEP are unique.
"These people have already given up
on the traditional high school system.

The student-teacher ratio is about 15 HEP's successes by saying, "for jobs." Looking at it from this stanto 1. Actually, it is S to 1 because we economic reasons I would like to point, they would be paying back in
have two tutors helping out every mention that once a student has gone income taxes what the program costs
class period,'' Perez adds.
through this program and has passed ·many times over."
Twenty-five UOP work-study the OED test, obviously they will be
There have been a few . HEP
students work as tutors for HEP and qualified for better positions than graduates who have went on to earn a
according to Perez, do a great job. they would if they hadn't. In turn, degree from UOP. Former HEP
"They perform a PR function by an- tliis woufd put them on higher levels; graduate Linda Paserra graduated
swering questions HEPsters have of salary earnings. They would be from UOP and now works in the
about UOP, and are very involved in able to pay more income taxes than if linguistics lab at Delta Junior
the learning process.
they were to remain in the same cycle College. She is just one example of
Dave Halperdink is the HEP of · being without a high school the many who have also benefited
Vocatinal Counselor and Placement diploma and working in low paying from the program.
1
Coordinator. He has been with the
>
\
program for eight years. When asked
''
i
about his role in the..program, he said
"We bring up their (the students)
basic skills, so they're pretty highly
qualified in terms of passing tests,
and being able to meet the
requirements of moving into training
programs."
Halperdink works hard to place
HEPsters in good training programs
and finds ways to give them all the .
help they may need in securing a better future for themselves. It is obvious to the people who know
Halperdink that he loves his job and
is proud of the program.'s accom- !i! "~
· plis.hments. "We have had students
go into four year universities, to •
junior colleges, and we have helped ;!
put some of them into good jobs ..{Q
Many have went on to lead successful · ~
lives," Halperdink said.
if
Ayala adds to Halperdink's
Pictured as the new (REP) High School Equivalency Program Director Dr.
proud statement about some of
Armando A vala.
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Derrega of UOP shares views of the Middle East
By Jeanette trreguua

America, and the Middle East conflict with me.
Staff Writer
Sadek was born in Libya and
The world is comprised of at- lived there with his parents and eight
titudes and cultures vastly different brothers and sisters until he came to
from those most Americans hold the United States in 1976 to attend
dear. Through this column I hope to school. Mr. Derrega came first to
tap the greatest resources this campus Colorado for one year and nine months,
has to offer, the students from coun- and began school at UOP in fall
of 1978. He will be graduating with a
tries so different from America.
These cultural variations are degree in geology in May and hopes
found throughout the world, and to attend graduate school, before
none are more foreign than in the returning home to Libya. "It is
countries labeled "Third World ... everybody's wish to come to the
Though El Salvador, Grenad~, States," Sadek began. He also -exSouthern Africa, and many others vte plained that Third World nations
for media attention with ongoing look up to westernized nations. But
social conflict, nowhere is the conflict why California? With a laugh Sadek
more historical, explosive and informed me that it is all propaganda,
perhaps ~ore misunderstood than in "too many songs." Though the
the third world countries comprising United States has proved to be what
he thought it would, the small
much of the Middle East.
This first, in a series of columns, Colorado town of 1500 people came
features Sadek Derrega, a UOP as a bit of surprise, "I expected highstudent from Libya. He was kind ways all over,'' Sadek commented.
I, like many others, tend to look
enough to take a few moments to
share some of his views of UOP, too much of the turmoil in the Middle

East, and the dictatorships of those
nations with preconceived notions
born out of a lack of information and
ignorance. Due to the press, and
other sources, anything short of
democracy is innately bad, especially
if the regime is considered a dictatorship. Of these dictators, few are
looked upon more fearfully than
Libya's Muhamed Khaddify.
"Libyans look at K.haddify as
Americans can't," Derrega began.
"He's (K.haddify) done a lot of good
internally." Free elections as they
exist in America today would simply
not woJk for countries such as Libya,
Sadek explained. "So much of the
population is illiterate, free elections
would not be possible." To.have elections would be "worth everything."
However, this will not occur due to
the instability of most Third World
regimes. They are not in power long
enough to institute and carry out the
policies and changes needed for
democracy.
So much of the news

ters on Israel and Lebanon. Because
the countries surrounding are so
closely involved, the conflict has
widespread effects. I asked Sadek if
any of the pro-Israeli attitudes of the
US bothered him since he is Muslim.
Sadek feels that the pro-Isra~li attitudes are felt primarily by the leaders
of America, and therefore, the
population feels similarly. "Your
government is aligned with the
leaders of the country, not the
people," he explained. "Libyans do
deal with the Russians, but they don't
have to accept their ideologies,
Muslim and Communism are too
contradictory."
Mr. Derrega commented that it
was not the Jews, but Zionism, that is
creating such havoc in the Middle
East. The demand for the separate
state of Israel, would leave thousand
of Arabs homeless. "They should
coexist ... the Jews have always lived
there, and the Arabs have no other
home," he concluded.
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to Libya, after he completes his
education. I certainly received an
education! With the help of this
series, I hope to give exposure to our
foreign students, and a bit of an
education to myself and the
American students of UOP.

Black government (Continued from page 6)
region. "We -did )lave some construe~
tive criticisms about the conference,"
Ealey added, "but I'm sure they will
all be ironed out the next time."
At the conclusion of the Stanford conference Black students set a
list of goals for the statewide constitutional committee to address,
while structuring a Black Student's
Alliance statewide constitution. The
proposed constitution is to be ratified
at the upcoming November 4 USC
convention.
The goals that were developed at
the last convention began with .an
ultimate objective along with some
others that will be written in the
preamble of the statewide constitution. The ultimate objective
denotes the purpose of the statewide
Black Student's Alliance as an
organization of action. According to
the ultimate objective the purpose of
the statewide B.S.A. is to create a
cadre of conscious African/Black
people whose ultimate objective to
help develop the Black/ African
family, community and race.
This upcoming meeting at USC
will alast three days, Nov. 4, S and 6.
The theme of the conference will be
"Blacks in higher education charting
a new direction." Assembly woman
Maxine Waters will be the keynote
speaker starting off the conference at
7:30, Nov. 4.
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Deathtrap Opens
Deathtrap, which will open
Friday and Saturday (Oct. 28 and
29) at Stockton Civic Theatre, is
Ira Levin's hit Broadway thriller.
The pl\\Y ran for several years and
was made into a very successful
movie with Michael Caine and '
Christopher Reeve.
Reserved-seat tickets are on
sale at the SCT box office Wednesdays through Saturdays from 1
to 6 pm. They also may be reserved
by calling the box office (209/4732424) at any time, day or night.

Camera Seminar
Gluskin's Camera Corner is
conducting another free seminar
on Thursday evening, November
3rd, from 7:30 to 9:30 pm at the
store, which is located at 2110
Pacific Avenue in Stockton. The
program is entitled "Omega Color
Printing School,'' and will be conducted by Jim Arvanitas.

Schultz
,Art Exhibit
The Caroline Reel Schultz art
show will open Friday evening,
November 4 at the Bechtel International Center with a private
showing. The exhibit will be open
Saturday, 1-5 pm and Sunday 1-S
pm. Monday, November 7, the
show will open at 9 thru 11 am and
then again from 2-4 pm.
A special feature of the
exhibit will be an opportunity to
visit the artist and hear of her experiences as an artist at a luncheon/~ecture/slide presentation
Saturday, 1-S pm and Sunday, 1-5
am in the Regents D~ning Room.
Luncheon will be open to 20
·students for the price of a meal
ticket. (Students can use their
tickets.) Sigh-up at the Office of
.International Services in the
Bechtel Center.

Authors
Symposium
The Seventh Annual Authors'
Symposium "Much Ado About
Books" is scheduled for Oct. 28
& 29 at University of the Pacific's
Long Theatre.
Several writers will be
featured during the two-day event
that attracts educators and interested community residents. The
San Joaquin County Authors'
Symposium sponsors the event,
with assistance from the California
Media and Library Educators
Association.
Dr. Shirley Jennings of the
UOP School of Education faculty
will direct the symposium, which
will be available for extended
education credit.

Vatican in S.F.

Cleaning Clinic

(Continued from page O)
14, 1984. The $25.00 fee includes bus
transportation to and from San Francisco, admission to the exhibition,
and a pre-tour lecture given at UOP
on January 12. The lecture will be
given by Dr. Patricia Sanders, a former art history professor at UOP.
The tour is being arranged with help
from the friends of the art department. More information can be obtained by contacting the art department at 946-2241.

Gluskin's Camera Corner is
a Free Camera
Cleaning Clinic, on Saturday,
November 5th, from 10:00 am to
4:00pm at 2110 Pacific Avenue in
Stockton. You will receive a free
camera performance test followed
by a professional cleaning of your
camera and lens.
conductin~
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SPORTS
Rosselli
Raps
By Dave Rosselli
Sports Editor

Soccer program troubled
The UOP soccer program has been attacked from all sides recently,
the most current was last week's publication of Andre Paris' letter to the
editor. Paris, who claims to be an international soccer superstar who
played on the same Santos, Brazil team as the ~reat Pele. verhallv attacke~ and criticized lead soccer coach Bruce Spaulding for his coaching
techmques since he was hired by alhletic director "Ike" Isaac back on
1978.
P~is, who in his letter mentioned over 15 players that left the soccer
s9uad smce 1978 supposedly due to questionable coaching, came into the
p1cture here at Pacific last year. Apparentiy Paris approached assistant
athletic director Terry Liskevych and offered his talents to the program.
At that point Terry then conta.:ted head coach Bruce Spauldmg and informed him of Paris' talents.
"At that point in time we just didn't need more help coaching the
team," said head coach Bruce Spaulding. "He went to "Ike" and wanted him to order me to accept his services." From that point on the two
~ave not been the best of friends and just recently the whole thing turned
mto an ugly mess.
Paris, in his letter, claims that in 1978 when Spaulding was hired as
head coach, many of the team members protested his appointment to the
position, and in turn quit the team in '78 when nothing was done with the
situation. This statement has absolutely no validity. According to an article written by Kevin Bartram in a May, 1979 edition of Tbe Pacifican,
there was indeed a protest, however nothing in the article states that the
flare-up was due to the appointment of Spaulding. According to the article, several players including Walter Tijiboy, Victor Zapien and Bill
Barker protested because the University refused to further financially
support the flopping soccer program. In a statement directly from the article: "The players presented documents prepared by the athletic task
force and Dr. Dempsey (then Athletic director) which recommended that
soccer receive a full-time coach and two paid tuitions for 1978-79 and
1979-80. The players felt words, their main gripe was the Universities
refusal to pump more resources into the program.
It's very clear that parts of Mr. Paris' article are simply not valid.
However, there is reason to believe that parts of his article make sense.
Paris has stated publicly something I can't refute. Paris feels that
Spaulding has bad rapport with his players, and according to several
players on the team, this seems to be true. "He doesn't know anything
about training and he never has, he just makes us run and that's the extent of it," said a source asked not to be identified. "He does an average

Tigers win, face Idaho Vandals
and with his 96 yards, he remains in
that position. However, the big story
Sports Editor
of the ballgame was the rushing of
James Mackey, who carried 27 times
The UOP Tigers football squad
for 126 yards and a touchdown.
will roll into Pacific Memorial
The pattern of this ballgame was
Stadium Saturday afternoon with· much different than in previous conmomentum and a strong desire to
tests. The Tigers jumped out on top
close out their home football schedule
and never looked back. Lionel
with a victory over the University of
Maniel scored the first six on a 10
Idaho Vandals. The Tigers, coming
yard pass f~om Mike Pitz with 8~53 in
off a 28-14 victory over the Lumberthe first period, 16 kick failed and the
jacks from Northern Arizona, will atscore was 6-0. Just three minutes
tempt they second win in a row in later Kirby Warren plunged over
front of a homecoming crowd expecfrom 2 yards out scoring his first TO
ted to be near 15,000 tomorrow afof the night and 8th of the season to
ternoon.
make the score 12-0 as once again the
The Vandals will be the second
extra point failed. · (2-point attempt)
of three division 1-AA teams Pacific
The Tigers started putting things
will face this year, the final game
away
early in the second quarter as
coming against Nevada-Reno next
warren once again curised in from 3
weekend. The Tigers will be putting
yards out with 11:09 in the period.
their defense to the test as they face
After a brilliant effort by Pacific's
one of the better passers on the west
defense in the seond quarter holding
coast in Ken Hobart. Hobart leads
the Lumberjacks scoreless, Scott
the country in total offense with
Kinney added the final 3 points
348.7 yards per game. Thus far, he
before halftime and the Tigers had a
has passed for 2,340 yards and
secure
21-0 lead.
already tossed 21 touchdowns.
Northern
Arizona started a
"Anytime you have a great quarcomback with 8:35 in the 3rd as Jerry
terback who can run and throw and
Davis was on the opposite end of a
·average over 430 yards a game on ofMike Mendoza pass to make the score
fence, you can beat virtually
21-7,
however, the Tigers marched
anyone," said the head coach Bob
right
back
as James Mackey plunged
Cope. Hobart is a great quarterback
in
form
a
yard
out making the score
and exciting to watch. He can run,
28-7
and
putting
the ballgame away.
pass and is very ~plosive," Cope
(Mackey's . score
followed
a
added.
magnificent
47
year
jaunt
to
the
The Vandals are coming in with
Lumberjack 1 yard line). The only
momentum of their own, after trounother
score came with time running
cing
45-24 increasing their second
out as Mendoza fired 25 yards to Pete
to 6-2 overall. It ·should be an exMandly, the conversion was good .
.citing ballgame, and the Tigers hope
The final score, Pacific 28, Northern
they can be effective as they were
Arizona 14· TIGER NOTES
against Northern Arizona. Here's a
look ~t that ballgame.
*THE UOP RECORD: UOP enters tbe game
wltb 1~ record ...Witb tbe win over NAU, tbe
UOP vs. Northern Arizona
Kirby Warren came into tnis ball Tigers are now 27-20-2 (.570) vs. the Big Sky
game as the .1Oth rusher in the nation Conference...With Jut week's win the Tigers

By Dave Rosselli

"The man says he's trying to help the
program, but he definitely is not respecting the team."

Senior Citizens Thrift

yards In tbe wln...UOP won U-13 11
while the Vandals won 17-13...
* COPE VS. THE VANDALS: Cope
tbe Vandals only once wblle senlna u
Caddas' uslstant bead coach
Tigers won tbe contest 11-7 on tbe n1M
1972...
•
FROSH RECORDS FALL: Tlam
nina back James Mackey of Manteca's
Union High School, set freshmllll records
the most carries In one game (17, old
was 18 set by Warren), most yards la oae
(126, old record wu 61 by Warren) ud
most yeards Ia a seuoa (315, old recoN
307 by Warren) •••

Staff Writer

When
UOP
recruited
sophomore, Therese Boyle last year
for their number two nationally
ranked volleyball team they had to
travel some distance - Therese is
Illinois born and raised. She attributes her interest in volleyball to
her family support and interest in the
sport. Among her five sisters and one
brother, three of Therese's sisters are
volleyball enthusiasts. As Therese explained, volleyball is, "like a family
tradition." Although she does not
blatantly discuss her own skill
volleyball, she says, "My younger
sister who's 14 is going to be good."
· Therese considers college to be
an essential move towards a career

Therese Boyle #5.

A person

and a good way to meet people.
"It's a once in a lifetime experience.'' Other schools she considered attending prior to choosing
UOP were the University of Southern
California and UCLA. She is currently an exploratory major but her
field of interest tends to b~ in Com.ll_lunications. As a member of the Lady
lt~e~s, Therese undergoes a rigorous
trammg schedule which includes running •. weight-lifting, swimming,
aerobics, and jump-roping. Though
she admittedly does not always find it
easy t? train, she knows that it is a
necessity.. Team work is something
Therese IS very familiar with. "It
takes everyone. No one person is

Planned
Parenthoocf
of San Joaquin County, Inc;

underclassman

wanted to be.a scorekeeper
or statistician· for Volleyball
Please call if interested 946-2579

"chance of pay"

• Quality Reproductive Health Co
• Low Cost Contraceptive Supplies
• Pregnancy Testing
·
North Clinic- 415 W. Ben Holt 4n-4103

Home games

Main Clinic- 19 N. Pilgrim 466-2081

JO·IN US FOR HALLOWEEN!
REDWOOD ROOM
Wear a costume to lunch
and receive $1.00 off
the price of your meal.

T.ry our pumpkin
Ice cream and
halloween cupcak es.

M4 E. Mar kct St.
463-1690

7Daysa Week
Sunl2-5

By Karen J

more important because we all
to work together." Her main
outside of training for
playing match~ and stuctyJ.n&.JIIfD::::ir.:~
traveling and taking part in .................. _
activities. Therese's skill in
'""'u'v ooluLiw
has taken her to several
eluding trips to Canada and ·;~)tiii~~~~~d~
trips to Hawaii. Both Therese
·roommate/teammate, An
Markel are enjoying activities as
sisters to Sigma Alpha ~ ·• ~·'"·¥·
Although Therese usually goes ..v..111n··"ft"
for Christmas and summer, she
be adding another trip home this
when the Lady Tigers face
western University in Chicago
the Thanksgiving break.

\ THE RATHSKELLER

Halloween Costuntes

Tiger

Boyle-the power of l~dy Tigers
By Karen Leong

jo.b. but he just doesn't ~ppe~ to have colle~iate lev~l coaching abilities,
said another. After talkmg wtth many of the players it appears as if the
tea~ is ~plit rigp.t down the middle and is experienceing a major commumcatton breakdown.
As far as I'm concerned, there is indeed a gap between a number of
the soccer players and head coach Bruce Spaulding. However, there is no
exc~:~se for the way Mr. Paris has expressed his point of view. Last season
Pans expressed a desire to share his talents with the soccer team
However, it ~as not S~aulding that Paris ?riginally contacted to help th~
team. Mr Pans went d1rectly to the top with Isaac and Liskevych, trying
to persuade th~m to force Spauld.in~ to accept the help. This obviously is
not an. effective w~y of estabhshmg successful communication with
~pauldm.g, who Pans would be working with if hired. This is not the first
time P~ns has been criticized for this. In the fall of 1979 when Paris was
attendmg Cham.a~ade Uni~ersity in Hawaii, he apparently stirred up the
same type of fnctlon. Pan~, wh.o was hired to coach the junior varsity
soccer squad for St. Loms High School in Hawaii (affiliated with
!=h!l~anade) was released after a three week coaching stint because of his
ms1stmg ,?n a ch~ng~ ?f policy in addition to bad rapport with the
pla~ers. He was ms1stmg on a change of policy with out program and
w~ J'15t do~'t ~o that sort of thing mid-stream," said former St. Louis
High athletic d1rector George Makini. "He created a lot of problems and
had bad rapport with the players," he added. "We couldn't keep him in
the program any longer.''
The way t~e UOP soccer program looks internally at this point is not
v~ry enc?uragmg. The tea~ although enjoying a fair amount ot" success
this year 1s by no means umfied and cohesive.
"The,ma~ says he's trying to help the program but not respecting
the team, s~I? head coach Bru~e Spaulding. ''He is looking for controversy ~nd I~ IS not very professiOnal," he added. The fact remains that
the team IS spht.
. As for ~r .. Paris, he is by no stretch of the imagination close to
hav~n.g the offtcial capacity of working out the problems that exist on the
Pac1f1c soccer. team, so ~e sh<;>uld stay his distance. This is evident with
the unprofessiOnal way m wh1ch he has dealt with issues in the past and
~resent. As fa.r as the UOP soccer program is concerned, commupication
IS sorely lackmg between Spaulding and his players. The problem appears to be one that can be worked out internally with the players and
coaches. Let:s hope communication begins soon so the team can concentrate on playmg soccer and forget about trivial controversy.

Mike Pitz shown here pitching to Kirby Warren
are now 97-70-5-ln Pacific Memorial Stadium,
180-121-14 at bome, 199-304-13 ovenli ...The
wln broke a two-game losing streak against tbe
Big Sky Cnnference.;.Pre'flously, the last Big
Sky win was al4-13 bome victory over Idaho...
* A LOOK AT THE UOP-IDABO SERIES:
UOP leads the series 12-8-1, but tbe V1111dals
have falred quite well In recent years...Last
year, the Tlaen took a 17-16 lead Into the
Jockerrom at tbe Kibble Dome only to see a
fired up V1111dal squad under then first-year
mentor Dennis Erickson score 10 unanswered
second half polats to win 36-17...Vaadal kicker
Tim McGonigle boote field goals of 50, 47 aad
17 yards and QB Ken Hobart passed for 296

THE SUMMIT
Trick or Treat??
Buy an omelet or burger and take
ch
·
your
ances wtth our Halloween grab b ag.
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TipDa~o~.s defeat Washington, lose to Cards
comeback. The game turned into one
of the most emotionally played games
of the season as both squads· served
for match points twice before UOP
could nail down the 20-18 victory.
"That may have been one of the
best played passing games in UOP's
history,'' said Lancaster.
''We
played well · it was just a fantastic
match."
UOP and Stanford were tied at
two before Stanford's
---,.._.

Edltor-ln-CbJef

The score see-sawed until the game
was tied at 13. There were five side..
outs before Stanford could manage to
score. The Cardinals put the game
away when Tiger sophomore Julie
Maginot went up to kill a dig shot
that was four feet shy of the net.
Oden. read the play, and a perfect leap
by her smashed the ball down onto
the Tigers side of the court for the
Cardial victory.
"Stanford has improved because
of their tough schedule last year and
of the quality of teams in their
league," said Lancaster. Stanford
plays UCLA, USC and San Diego
State as part of their league schedule.
The momentum had clearly
shifted to the Cardinal side after their
game three victory and Stanford\
easily handled UOP 15-6 in the final
and fourth game.
UOP was led by Junior AJJ..
American Eileen Dempster who had
17 kills and 4 block shots and by
Maginot who had a great night with
17 kills. Juniors Lisa Franco, 9 kills,
and Robin Burns, 8 kills, also played
well while ·s ophomore Therese Boyle:
had her usual fine night at the net
with 10 kills.

Sports
Update
Kirby Warren
Update
Here's where Warren stands
in the UOP Record Book--- Single
Season: Is tied for seventh with
Tom McCormick in single season
carries with 19l...He's one back of
lOth place Mitchell True and Don
Hardey in single season rushing
TDs with nine ... He's 31 yards
behind Tom McCormick in single
season rushing yardage ( l Oth
place) at 770 and is only 44 yards
behind Richard Phillip' ninth place
mark... Career: Passes Gary
Blackwell last week to become sixranked in career carries 355 ... He is
74 carries behind Dick Bass' fifth
place total. .. He is 166 yards
behind Don Hardey for 1Oth place
on the all-time career rushing TD
list as he passed Tom Flores and
Jack Layland last week with his
two TDs ... He's 10 behind ninth
place holders--Eddie Macon and
Mitchell True ...
*Ranked lOth in the NCAA in
rushing
*Ranked 1st in the PCAA in
rushing
*Ranked 3rd in the PCAA in
scoring

NOTES

UOP · Homecoming

5K
The UOP Homecoming five
kilometer run is just one day away
scheduled for tomorrow morning
October 29th at 9:30a.m. The run
will take place just prior to the
UOP Homecoming parade down
the "Miracle Mile" providing runners with good spectator exposure.
The field will include top runners
from the Asics Tiger team. Entry
fee is $6.

, Inc:

Health care
tlve Supplies

466·2081

Senior Theo Bennett goes for possession of the ball during the tough game
and eventual loss to San Luis Obispo on Tuesday. .
__

Class starts Monday

October 31, 1983

Monday & Wednesday

8-9pm

8Ice Creams

10 sessions
Best Conditioning Possible

University J.>Iaza

$50 Non-Members ·FREE to members

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
957-5834
6315 Pacific Ave.
CENTER

Fresh Pies
Full lunch
35 flavors
Ice cream
Big Olaf cones

Discount to students
and Staff
Delivery Service - $2 min.

473-1890
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The Tigers are hoping for a successful roadtrip down south to give
them the momentum they need to
close out the season. The last part of
the season has been filled with controversy and Pacific is in need of a
string of victories.
NOTES
Dalton Duvall is leading in the Pacific soccer
conference league with 8 10als and !J assists.
• Paul Parkinson: of 13 games-91 saves; 1.3
goals against; 5 shut-outs and 1.77 aver.ge.
Parkinson Is the 7th place keeper In tbe Pacific
Soccer Conferemce League.
* Standings: 5·9 overall and 0-41eague.

*

Football Standings
Cal State Fullerton
San Jose State
UN Las Vegas
utah State
Long Beach
Fresno State
Pacific
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1. Cal
2. Long Beach
3. Pepperdine
4. UCLA

s.usc

6. Stanford
7. UC Irvine
8. Pacific
9. UC Santa Barbara
10. Loyola of Chicago

Students,
ski Kirkwood for only
$15 a ~ay
with the Kirkwood Kard.
For a one-time investment o f only $5, you ?an
purchase a Kirkwood Kard that lets you sk1
Kirkwood any day, all season long· for only .
$15 a day! That's a savings of $10 off t he reta1l
card p rice of $15.
As an extra bonus, if you purchase the Kirkwood Kard prior to December 23rd, you can
sk i your first day for only $10!
Simply show a valid student body card at the
Main Lodge Ticket Office when you buy your
Kirkwood Kard .

[ftKIRKWOOD]
P.O. Box 1
Kirkwood, CA 95646
(209) 258-6000
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Water Polo ranking

11111 1

if;- if;- if;- if;- if;CJ CJ CJ CJ 0

words and alligators have good tast~.
Yes! Now you can acqu1re goo~ tasted ~isors
So, order your kind of good taste 1n Dos
couple of bucks. Just wear shlrt~~n
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butt.er.a.nd·j-el.ly_sa_n_d_-_ _ _l.._n!~U~~~~.,:_I
that say "Dos Equis." After all.. oslrege
are foreign words. And antyo~e ~~hcf~reign-wiches over the sink
nows people who wears u WI

.

This recent road trip down to Fullerton and Las Vegas is the farthest the
Tigers have traveled all season. They
will remain down south through Sunday, before they head back to
Stockton, California. Pacific will
then have the entire week off before
they do battle with the University of
California at Berkeley right here on
the UOP campus. Following the
home contest with Berkeley the Tigers
will hit the road once again taking on
the Bulldogs from Fresno State and
finally off to St. Mary's on Friday,
October 11.

'except Dec. 26-31

Pacifican
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SPORTS
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Water polo falls to 11-11 record

5's, you're not gonna win the to the Cardinals to put their record at
the country's 112 spot.
U-10. After falling behind 3-1, UOP
Through most of the first period ballgame.''
never
really got back in the game. The
llnd
Saturday,
October
and all of the second, it was evident
Tigers played the Cards even to make
at Stanford
how "The Beach" had attained its
the score 5-3, but couldn't get the
ranking. Long Beach opened the
scoring at 5:31 in the first, but the
Last week at Stanford, the :shots to go down to win it. "We had a
(Continued on page 11, column 1)
Tigers knotted the score with 2:25 left Tiger poloists·dropped a 6-3 decision
on a perfectly executed John Lautze
to Drew Henry pass resulting in a
Henry goal. However, the Tigers
went to sleep until the third quarter as
the Niners scored four unanswered
second period goals to take a 5-1 halftime lead.
The Tigers clawed their way back
to within two to open the third on
goals by Lautze and Mike Haley, but
again the Tigers found themselves on
the short end of several key turnovers
and missed opportunities as Long
Beach scored twice in less than a
minute, the second with only :12
remaining, as the Tigers faced a 7-3
deficit heading into the final seven
minutes.
In the final period, the story
again was missed opportunities for I
the Tigers as UOP could muster up
only one goal with only seven seconds !
left by Kevin Hernandez, giving Long ;
Beach the final 7-4 decision.
5
Several of the opportunities "
missed by the Tigers came on man-up .e .
situations after 49er ejections. UOP .i
head coach Dennis Nugent stated D.
simply, "If you can't score ·· · 6-on- Kevin Hernandez makes a pass during ye..tl·terday's game against Long Beach

By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific
water polo team, after reeling off six
straight victories a few weeks past,
have lost four of their last seven
games to put their season record at
11-11, and their conference mark at
2-3. The Tigers beat UC Davis last
week 10-9 before falling prey to Stanford 6-3 a day later and to second
ranked Cal-State Long Beach 7-4
yesterday afternoon.
UOP's 11-11 record may be
deceiving though, as 16 of the Tigers'
22 games thus far have come against
teams ranked in the top six at one
time or another this season. Pacific
stands only 5-11 in those contests, accounting for all of the Tigers' lo5:ses
However, five losses have been by
only one goal and only a fraction of a
point separates the Tigers from their
top-rated opponents in terms of per
game scoring.
Here's a recap of last week's action:
October l7tb
Long Beach

1

The Tigers entered yesterday's
battle ranked eighth in the nation
while their counterparts, the Long
Beach State 49er's, had a firm grip on

The UOP football fans were entertained at halftime by UC Berkeley

'HOC"i(ey loses
By Doreen Jackson
Staff Writer

UOP's field hockey team fac:s
San Jose State tomorrow as the1r
season winds down. The team played

Pacific
golf storms into season with disappointing tournament
Kevin Coombs
By

strength of San Randolph's two
stroke victory over teammate
John Flannery, Pacific's Ken
Earle, and Nevada- Reno's Mark
Gilmartin, claimed a seven stroke victory over Reno. Stanford and Fresno
tied for third three shots behind
Reno. Pacific finished in eleventh,
two shots behind Northwestern and
nine shots ahead of Miami.
Two days later most of the teams
came to play Stockton C. C. for the
UOP Autumn Invitational. Pacific,
with a lineup change, hoped to improve its performance. But it did not
happen. .
.
The Ttgers played med10cre to

Staff Writer

Pacific golf had its most disappointing week in over a year as they
failed to be in contention for either
the Stanford Fall lnvitiational, won
by USC, or the UOP Autumn Invitational, won by UCLA.
UOP was the defending champion in both tournaments and hoped
to repeat in at least one and contend
for both at worst. But at Stanford, a
second round of 392, about 20
strokes higher than average, dropped
the Tigers from a ti.e for third to fourteenth. Meanwhtle, USC, on the

Arizona State. Bruin Duffy Waldorf
was responsible for most of this lead
as he led the individual competition
by four shots at five under par over
teammate Greg Starkman and ASU's
claim eleventh after 36 holes. UCLA
opened a seven shot lead over
Jim Carter. Brad Penfold was the
lowest Tiger team member in at 146.
By the end of 54 holes, both
UCLA and Waldorf set new tour- •
nament records. UCLA's total of
1074, nine over par, broke their own
recot:d of 1076 set two years ago at
Stockton C.C. Waldorf's winning
total of 206, seven under par, broke
the record set by former Bruin Jay

Delsing two years ago by two shots.
So the battles w~ for second place
both the team and individual competition. ASU nipped Arizona by
two shots with Stanford seven shots
further back in fourth. Pacific came
back a little to capture eighth. Part
of the Tigers' problem was the un•:haracteristicly-high scores posted by
Earle and Jeff Wilson. This was the
first time in five tournaments that
Earle has not placed in the top ten.
Starkman missed a short putt on
the last hole to allow Tim Robinson
Stanford, to tie him for second at
even _par 213. Coombs finished fourth
at 216 with Penfold in a three way

Luci Lagrimas leads the Tigers in '83
By Doreen Jackson
Staff Writer

Field hockey - it's not a sport
that commands a great deal of attention from the general public. But Luci
Lagrimas, UOP's first All-American
field hockey player, commands quite
a bit of attention, and deservingly so.
Luci, a junior, began playing
hockey during her sophomore year in
high school, in San Diego. She
decided to play field hockey in addition to tennis and track, she said,
because it was "something different." She stayed with it because it
became something she could be competitive in. She went beyond being
just competitive in the sport to being
one of the best.
In her sophomore year at UOP,
Luci was selected to the All-American
team . Only 12 players from amoung
thousands are chosen; of those, only
two were from the West Coast that
year, and Luci wa one. She has been ;
selected to the NorPac Conference
team for her first two years of play, !
and is a sure pick for this year as well. I
She was voted Most Valuable Player !
for two years.
But Luci 's life does not revolve
exclusively around field hockey. She
also places a strong importance on
academics. She is a computer
engineering major and maintains a
respectable GPA
"I almost get a better GPA
during the hockey season," she said,
because her time must be strictly
organized. She spends about three
hours a day practicing with the team
during the week, in addition to
games.
The hockey team this year has a
record of 3-9-1. When asked how she:
felt about how tne season went; she
replied, "Well, for myself, individually, it was frustrating at times.
But in general, it was a learning experience for the team - there are a lot
of freshmen and sophomores on the

team. A lot of good things came out
of it." Then she added , " But I was
hoping for a winning season."
She expects next year to be more
successful, with all of the players
,.,.t.,rniniZ but one.

Luci believes-the weakness of the
team lies in fundamentals: " Skills
like passing and · stopping the ball
need work. Also the offense was
lacking. But I think it will all fall
toilet her."
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What Is Circuit Training?
Short timed interval bursts of intense wo rk to
maximize your aerobic performance and power
gains without adding bulk.
Starts Tuesday November t, 1983
12 Sessions
2 times a week for 6 weeks
'Juesday and Thursday at 4 :00 p.m .

Athletic
Performance
Center
6315 PACIFIC AVE 957-5834

Prescriptions
Health & Beauty Aids
Cosmetics
Sancks

Breakfast Served 8:00-11:00 sm
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ORDERS TO GO·~·

751 Brookside Road
in the Pharmacy School

Food ToGo
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Berkeley went on to score t
more goals before the half ended,
put the final goal in during the
part of the second half.
Konet added, "Everyone le
a lot from that game. I know I did."
On Sunday UOP played
Beach to a 0-0 tie for the second ·
this season. (In the previous game
tie was broken in overtime by a
Beach .goal.) According to Konet,
team played "much, much better"
Them Pacific played Chico
and lost 3-1. Kerry McCracken,
sophomore, scored for UOP in

SUPER- CIRCUIT
TRAINING CLINIC

946-2411

Sandwiches
Soups-Salads-Meats
Cheeses-Deli

i
~

Pacific scores at Stanford- Ktn Earle 73-75-68216; Jeff WUson 77-79-72-223; Brad Penfold
79-26-26-231; Todd BanoUI 76-29-15-230;
Kevin Coombs 75-84-77-136; Nick Usbljlma
78-83-77-238. Pacific scores at Stockton- Brad
Penfold 71-75-71-217; Jeff Wllaon 77-77-72226; Ken Earle 74-76-77-227; Todd Banottl7674-77-227; Mark Sear 77-80-72-229; and Jeff
Brebaut 81-73-76-130. UOP Individuals at
Stockton- Ktvln Coombs 72-70-74-216; Beau
Fields
75-77-78-230;
and
Nick
UshiJima 82-78-77-237.

in."

CAMPUS
PHARMACY

GO TIGERS!
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Junior stand-out, Luci Lagrimas.

:

Infertility office

Luci · is often credited with
building the team and beirig a major
factor in UOP making the top 20
n:atinally. It's said that she has put
UOP on the map in terms of field
!hockey.
"It's a nice feeling to hear that,"
.she said. "But it wasn't just myself,
but other people that came into the
program at the same time I did. I
couldn't have done it myself. I don't
think i should get the credit. i con'tributed but I wasn't a main factor."
Next year will be her final year of
eligibility, although she has two more
years to complete her engineering
liequirements. She would like to make
the Junior Nationals under-21 team,
which she made last year. This is a
team of American players that tours
IJther countries to play field hockey,
countries like Canada, Holland,
Germany and Jamaica.
The next step after the Junior
Nationals would be the pre-Olympic
Bquad for the 1988 Olympics, which
will be chosen in 1985. Those selected
to be on the squad will not
automatically go to the '88 Olympics,
but it is a step in the right direction.
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tie for fifth at 217 with Carl Lundquist, San Jose, and Tom He:arn,
Miami.
The Tigers travel to Westlake
Village November 6 and 1 to try and
redeem themselves at t he Southwestern Intercollegiate at North
Ranch C.C.
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Low Prices
Charge Accounts
VISA-Mastercard
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The other day while I was sitting
.
r
h
down trymg to Igur:e out w at I wanted to write about this week (or
should I sa~ rank on this week), a
.,erY perplexmg t.houg. ht en.tered my
•
d
continually etenoratmg mmd: How
do 1 come up with topics that KEEP
yOU INTERESTED. ENOUGH TO
READ MY ENTIRE ARTICLE&
J{ow does anyone come up with such
Who are you; the
topics?
f c
fans/fo 11owers o
amp Pacific?
Ntd the ultimate question ... Why?
WhY do you read this article?
Now really; I rank on where you
Uve, 1 question you ability to view a
football game, I assume that many of
youare alco~olics, and~ cut ~own the
Irving Martm Memonal L1brary.
With all this in consideration, Why
do you read?
·
1really put some serious thought
(did I say serious?) into these
e
ain t Ch"
questions and delved deep within the
nd w d r ICO State w!(: hallowed chasms of my brain for an
cor~d l~ eated 3-1 as l answer. I'd be willing to bet that you
t wec:e . deUonly goa),
read this article because you're the
~n
OP Parr ·
B r'keley Invitation~Ctllalt;
t
nt . n Saturday they pia To~
lger
0
t by
core o f S-0. ~~~
he
me 0 rr t 0 a wild ~ (Continued from page 10)
two 8° 1 in the first~ Jot of shots, good shots, but we
e •
"'1 couldn't put it away. The breaks just
p he d coach Carla K didn't come our way," said Nugent.
. • "We didn' t have a c~~ "It was basically a two-point game.
0 Into our game plan. We
but Stanford posted a junk goal
well II week·- but all of with five seconds left," he added.
we were hot out of the
Carl Gunn scored two Tiger goals,
they ay, and couldn't get
while teammate John Lautze added

r·

wa er po

I

~ypical. UOP · social deviant that enJOys this type of humor. You party
constantly from Thursday to Sunday
a~d .spend the rest of the time
thmkmg about whether or not you
should do some homework. I can
h
on~st1Y say that UOP really is Camp
Pacific, or at least the attitude of
most of its students.
0~ the other hand, maybe you
read .this article because it's the only
one m !he paper worth readying.
Now senously, can you truthfully say
th t
h
a you ave read even a few articles
all the way through, or do you get
bored about one-half the way
through and move to the next? I
would think that will the money this
staff gets paid they could put out
some quality articles that aren't B-0R-1-N-G. At least Goldman had an
excuse.
I'm not saying that this year's
Pacifican is bad, God knows it has
been in the past. I'm just saying that
maybe they, could squeeze in a few
more stimulating and exciting stories
and surprise us. Come on. Toothpick chairs and how Knoles Hall got'
tts name aren't exactly what I'd call

Friday, October 21st
at UC Davis
Coming back after a miserable
weekend road trip, the Tigers readjusted themselves to capture a 10-9
victory over UC Davis. Davis jumped
out. to an early 2-0 advantage over
UOP due in part to a short pool
which left the Tigers forced to alter
their game plans. Said coach Nugent,
"We played OK, but we just gave ';It>

YW TO MHT. YW'LL
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Faculty issues·survey to learn students wants and needs
''The students should be
talked to and so should the
faculty," said Harloe.
Harloe went on to say that
"no one questions the integrity,
honesty or good intentions of the
AAB.'' Some faculty members
were concerned about the ''sort of
closed nature of the AAB" but
stressed that their main concern
was that the students and faculty
get some input by completing the
survey.
"There is a wide range of
issues and questions that we are
dealing with and some of tne issues
are very delicate)" said Duns in a
phone conversation.
Duns was afraid that if he said
more he would prejudice some
members of the committee, but did
say that "i'n a situation where you
are making evaluations and
recommendations on Athletics it
can be frustrating at times and
there is no way you can really win
since everyone virtually has different opinions on the subject."
According to the minutes of
the Academic council meeting, he
(Duns) said he "would appreciate
our patience for a while. The kinds
of concessions the committe has to
consider effect more than this
campus. The community people
who support athletic programs do
not• understand the University
campus. Although we do not
publish reports, nothing we do is
secret, and we will try to provide
correct answers to questions asked
.of us."

d .
.
squa VICtOriOUS at Davis --Fresno St. next

to the Old Drawin Board
61!1 I 'liE. Jl.;f;.T f£8-;

-~5 ~~~
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earth shattering, first rate news. Give
us some real stuff like: where's the
best happy hour or exactly where did
Suzy sleep on Saturday night and how
come she didn't get home until Sunday afternoon?
By now I'm sure that you're ;;
saying that I'm biting the hand that
feeds me, but with what they pay me I fll
can't even afford to buy a wallet to : t
hold the money that I dont't made. I &;
don't even get the luxury of getting I
units through Newspaper Practicum. ~
Being realistic, there probably · f Poster making student shows his interest in current events with sign in UC Center.
are interesting articles in our paper ... ·
1
l'm sure somewhere. It is just that we
social deviants like/enjoy a different
(Continued/rom page 1)
At that time of the meeting
style.
the
AAB
had not set an exact time
faculty
members
who
felt
that
the
Do all of you enjoy reading this
of finishing their evaluation. Acarticle? or does it offend you? If it rest of the campus was not being
cording to the minutes of that Oct.
does it's not going to make a difc interviewed, consulted and surveyed
on
their
feelings
on
13 meeting Duns said, 'I don't
ference in how I write it, but I realy
know when our review will be
would be interested in getting you Athletics, according to another
finished. Each step along the way
CAA member Bart Harloe of the
hone~t feedback.
And if there is
library.
is a struggle. I want to finish by
something that you think humorous
Fall, but don't want to finish
The idea of a survey first came
or interesting article (it could be
prematurely.'
up after Dr. Don Duns, Chairman
any -thing- you've seen my other
Since that meeting, however,
of
the
AAB,
made
a
report
to
the
ones), write it down and sent it to The
a member of CAA said PresAcademic Council on October 13
Pacifican .•• I could use a good laugh.
ofthis year. The AAB is appointed
ident McCaffrey has ask~d that
by President Me Caffrey and
mendation be completed by the
end of November.
reports only to him but the
Academic Council had asked the
a lot of g~als."
President to ask Duns to come to
"I think it is not unreasonable
·
report, according to Browne.
to think that the President expects
The Tigers will meet the Fresno
According to sources inside
· us to have our job done by the end
State Bulldogs this afternoon in a the Academic Council, Duns was
of November since we have been
5:00 tilt before returning home to asked, 'Are you going to ask
working on this for over a year
play Santa Clara in a 4:00 pm contest community or campus or both for
now," said Duns when contacted
earlier this week. "If we haven't
next Friday. "The Bulldogs are goninformation by using a survey?'·
na be hungry," commented Nugent. Duns reportedly responded, 'that
completed all of our evaluations by
"We're still in control of our own they (AAB) had voted not to do
then, it's our fault."
destiny, but we have a lot of tough this at that time.' Duns did say that
Upon hearing the President's
if anybody wanted to supply them
request the CAA was officially
work," he added.
with information they would acformed and approached The
cept it, according to t~e sources
Paciflcan with the survey.
within the Council.
"We know that the survey is
not very scientific and we had
hoped that there had been a better
way and time to do it," said
(Continuedjrompage 10)
Browne. "But the time table sped
first half. The score going into the
up and the AAB was willing to acsecond half was 2-1, and the team
cept data but not go back and get
"felt good." Then Chico scored their
it."
third goal to cement their lead.
Harloe had two main conThese games did not affect Norcerns - one, the quality and quanPac Conference standings in any way.
tity of information that the AAB is
UOP's win-loss record now stands at
working with and, two, the process
itself.
3-9-1.

Pacifican

Field hockey
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WEST LANE
RAQUET CLUB

AND FITN.ESS CENTER

I
I

STUDENt SPECIAL

r 1, 1983
Good at
March Ln. at I-S

478-9584
Serves 8-10 People

Not valid in combination with other of- ·
fers or delivery. Ltmlt one pizza per
order • customer a Ia cane orders only.

OHer Expires
November 7, 1983

The University of Southern California's :)chao/ of Public
Administration and Law Center jointly offer a program
leading to Master's Degree In Public Administration with a
specialization certificate In Jydiclal Adm!nlstratlon.. The .
thirty-six unit MPA includes: coursework tn the bastes of
public administration applicable to the court ~nviron
ment, reserach, system analysis, flnanc~, budgetmg, and
personnel, as well as courses In ctv/1 and criminal
procedure.

Road

I. .

A representative from the Judicial Administration Program
will be on campus to speak with intersted students.

$25 PER MONTH
3 MONTH MINIMUM
ENDS NOVEMBER 75th

FACILITIES WEST LANE
HAS TO OFFER:
Raquetball
Tennis
Aerobics/Workout classes
Fitness Center
•Nautilus/Dyna Cam
•Lyfecycles
•Free weights

Gym
Restaurant
..
Locker rooms with:
•steam room
•sauna
•whirlpools

..

When: Thursday, November 10, 1983

9:00a.m. to 3:00p.m.
Where: U. C. Patio

1074 E. Bianchi Road
Stockton, CA. 95210
(209) 465-5797

•••••••
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WE HAVE COMPUTERS
FJ/OW HEWLETT
a!~ PACKARD

lOOJo off

120

dual
disc drive
31/2"

. FREE
·SOFTWARE

for ·
-STUDENTS .

. on all of
· these items
sale ends
.NOV. 8

HEWLETT

20 0

1
5 /A"dual

disc drive

Vol. 74, No. 8

~

~ Natio

EUROPEAN
Updat
KEYBOARD
Nofreeze
$2000. worth Of
Software
FREE.

The Senate voted Mo

.

-Built-in HP-lB
-256K
-3112'' du-al drive
-16 byte processor
SCIENTIFIC/
ADVANCED
BUSINESS
COMPUTER

dern~n.dl

reJ Reagan Adrntnl
the tiate a nuclear freete
~~et Union. The vote,
Republican-led Sena~e, goe
the Democrauc·c<?n
House who approved a strn
in May.

NOW $2495

a:~ P ACKARD

115

'ect a resolution

Star-Condor 20-1
was $3995.

FJ/0'1

f)sA.NVO

footbsdl

-

Gemini Star

$326.
Spirit .

$371
·Daisy Writer

